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Abstract
We construct coverings which unravel given 11 sets. This in turn is used to prove, from
optimal large cardinal assumptions, the determinacy of games with A11 payo and the deter-
minacy of games with payo in the  algebra generated by 11 sets. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A tree S 1 may be viewed as a game, GS , in which the two players collaborate to
produce an innite branch through S. This game is displayed in Diagram 1.
Diagram 1. The game GS .
We require that hx0; x1; : : : ; xni 2 S for each n { else I loses if the least n such that
hx0; : : : ; xni =2 S is even and II loses if n is odd. If no player lost at a nite stage of
the game, then the run of the game denes x= fxngn<! which is an innite branch
through S.
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1 A tree S is a collection of nite sequences which is closed under initial segments, i.e., for s2 S a
sequence of length n and any k<n, s  k 2 S. For nite sequences t; s2 S let us write t6s (t<s) just in
case that t is a (strict) initial segment of s. We use [S] to denote the set of innite branches through S. We
view [S] as a topological space, with basic open neighborhoods given by the sets Ns = fx2 [S] j x extends sg
for s2 S.
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Given a set A [S] of innite branches through S, the game GS(A) is played
according to Diagram 1 with the additional payo condition stating that an innite
run x= fxngn<! is won by player I i fxngn<! 2A. Otherwise the run is won by
player II.
Games of this kind are useful in the study of Descriptive Set Theory (see [8]), where
one normally works with S =!<! so that moves in GS are natural numbers, and a
run of the game produces a real number. Of particular importance is the question of
determinacy: We say that  is a strategy for I in the game GS if  is a function
dened on s2 S of even length which supplies a next move on S { in other words
s h^(s)i 2 S. x2 [S] is said to be according to  if x2n=(x  2n) for all n<!. 
thus is a list of instructions which tells player I what to play, and x is according to 
just in case that it is played according to the given instructions. We say that  is a
winning strategy for I in the game GS(A) if for all x2 [S]
x is according to ) x 2 A:
Strategies for II are dened similarly with \even" replaced by \odd" and \2n" replaced
by \2n+1". A strategy  for player II is a winning strategy for II in GS(A) if for all
x2 [S]
x is according to ) x =2 A:
GS(A) is said to be determined if one of the two players has a winning strategy.
Over the years Set Theorists have come to realize that the games GS(A) are in many
cases determined (see, for example [1, 3, 9]). Generally speaking if the payo set A is
in some sense denable then one can expect large cardinals to prove the determinacy
of the game GS(A). This is particularly true for sets at the low end of the hierarchy
of denability, namely Borel subsets of S (though the cardinals needed { card(S)+()
for countable  { are not very large) and was rst proved by Martin in [2]. A later
paper, [3], gave a simpler presentation of the proof which was purely inductive. The
key to this inductive proof is the concept of a covering:
Denition 1.1 (Martin [3]). T; ; ’ is a covering of S just in case that
(1) T is a tree;
(2)  : [T ]! [S];
(3) ’ : Strat(T )! Strat(S) (where Strat(S) denotes the set of strategies on the tree
S, and similarly for T ). ’ sends strategies on T to strategies for the same player
on S;
(4) Suppose 2 Strat(T ) and x2 [S] is according to ’(). Then there exists y2 [T ]
which is according to  and such that (y)= x.
The covering T; ; ’ is said to unravel a set A [S] just in case that −1(A) is a clopen
subset of T .
This is a natural denition to consider if one wishes to prove the determinacy of the
game GS(A). Using condition (4) it is easy to see that the determinacy of GT (−1(A))
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implies the determinacy of GS(A). If −1(A) is clopen then certainly GT (−1(A)) is
determined and so one may conclude that GS(A) is determined. The main advantage
in considering coverings rather than attempting to directly prove determinacy is that
coverings propagate. Ref. [3] includes a basic construction of a covering which un-
ravels a given closed set and then, essentially by composing coverings given by the
basic construction, unravels any given Borel set.
The construction of [3] can be generalized slightly to unravel all 11 sets (see [4]),
but it remained unknown whether one can unravel any sets which reside higher up in
the hierarchy of denability. In particular it was not known if one can unravel 11 sets.
The point in unraveling 11 sets isn’t simply proving 
1
1 determinacy, which after all
was already proved in [1], but proving slightly more than 11 determinacy: Suppose
that A S is a set in the  algebra generated by 11 sets, and suppose that T; ; ’ is
a covering of S which unravels all the 11 sets which appear in the denition of A.
Then −1(A) is a Borel subset of [T ] and so by [3] we know that GT (−1(A)) is
determined. It follows from condition (4) in Denition 1.1 that GS(A) is determined.
Suppose next that A S is an A11 subset of S 2 and that T; ; ’ is a covering of S
which unravels all the 11 sets which appear in the denition of A. Then 
−1(A) is a
11 subset of T . If T
] exists then GT (−1(A)) is determined (see [5, Chapter 5]) and
we may therefore conclude that GS(A) is determined.
Unraveling 11 sets thus allows proving a bit more than 
1
1 determinacy. Of course
one could not expect to do this without large cardinals. Ref. [10] provides a lower
bound on the large cardinal needed: A cardinal  so that o()= ++ where o represents
the Mitchell order on measures.
In this paper we present a construction of a covering which unravels 11 sets. The
large cardinal we use matches precisely the lower bound given by [10]. As a con-
sequence we obtain a precise large cardinal equivalent for the determinacy of games
with A11 payo.
Theorem 1.2. (Assume every real has a sharp.) For each z 2R; the following are
equivalent:
(1) All games on ! with A11(z) payo are determined.
(2) There exists a model N =L(VN+2); 2N;  countable in V; so that
 N j=\o()= ++";
 z 2N ; and
 N is iterable.
That (2) implies (1) is proved in Section 7 of this paper (Theorem 7.1 applied with
S =!<!. Note that there are indiscernibles for N as every real has a sharp). That (1)
implies (2) is proved by combining the results of [10] with the 13 correctness of K
(The K of [7, Theorem 1.2] is almost sucient. The K of [11, Theorem 4:1] is more
2A denotes the Suslin operation, see Section 7.
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than enough.) The fact that (1) holds in V reects by 13 correctness down to K , and
by [10] K must then reach a level which satises (2).
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the necessary preliminar-
ies, which include some notation and most importantly the denition of a compound,
later used throughout the paper. Sections 3{5 construct a covering G; ; ’ which unrav-
els a single 11 set. We view G both as a tree and as a game, and Section 3 denes G
by describing the rules which govern the game G. Section 4 then denes ’() when
 is a strategy for I in G and proves Condition (4) of Denition 1.1, again when  is
a strategy for I. Section 5 handles strategies  for II, dening ’() and proving that
Condition (4) holds. These sections make use of the existence of a cardinal  so that
() For every Z V+1 there exists a normal; -completemeasure  on  so that Z belongs to Ult(V; ):
The reader may easily verify that () implies that o()= ++, the reason being that
any measure on , and indeed any collection of + many measures on , can be coded
by some Z V+1. It is not in general true that o()= ++ implies (). If M is a
Mitchell model though, then inside M , o()= ++ does imply () (see for example
the rst paragraph in the proof of Corollary 8.9). In particular the existence of  such
that () is equi-consistent with the existence of  such that o()= ++.
In Section 6 we show how to unravel a given countable collection of 11 sets,
still using a single cardinal  for which () holds. This is then used in Section 7
to prove the determinacy of games with A11 payo from the optimal large cardinal
assumption. Finally Section 8 handles the determinacy of games with payo in the 
algebra generated by 11 sets. A straightforward combination of the result of Section
6 with [3] is enough to show that these games are determined, but this straightforward
combination uses slightly more than the optimal assumption computed in [10]. Section
8 shows how to obtain the optimal result.
Repeated use of our main result shows that assuming enough large cardinals, the
collection of sets which can be suitably unraveled is closed under the operation A
(see Theorem 7.4). In particular it is certainly possible to unravel sets in pointclasses
beyond 11. A few trivial adaptations of our construction allow unraveling sets slightly
beyond the smallest  algebra closed under A, but all of these sets are still at the low
end of 12. Except for these trivial observations, we do not know how to unravel sets
in bigger pointclasses.
2. Preliminaries
We shall use the following notation and terminology:
Let N be a model of ZFC. For the purpose of this paper, an iteration of N is a
sequence hN;  j 6i so that
 N0 =N .
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  2N and N j=\ is a normal, -complete measure on " for some cardinal
 of N.
 N+1 = Ult(N; ) and we set ; +1 :N!N+1 to be the embedding given by the
ultrapower. For < set ; +1 = ; +1  ; .
 For limit 6 the model N is the direct limit of the models N; < and embeddings
; ; <<. For < we set ;  :N!N to be the direct limit embedding.
M is called an iterate of N if there exists an iteration hN;  j 6i of N so that
N=M . An embedding  :N!M is called an iteration embedding if it is equal to the
embedding 0;  produced by some iteration hN;  j 6i of N .
In standard terminology our iterations consist precisely of linear iteration which only
use measures. It is a well-known fact that all iterates (in our restricted sense) of V
are well-founded.
We say that a tree T is based on the tree S and that this is witnessed by T; S if
T; S :T! S is an embedding so that
 if t6t0 2T then T; S(t)6T; S(t0)
 for t 2T , lh(T; S(t))> lh(t).
T; S is exact if it satises the stronger second condition that lh(T; S(t))= lh(t). T; S is
said to be +k if it satises the modied second condition that lh(T; S(t))> lh(t) + k.
T; S induces an embedding of [T ] into [S] which we also call T; S . Viewed as an
embedding of [T ] into [S], T; S is Lipschitz. We say that a tree T based on S is a
cover of S if there exists a map ’ : Strat(T )! Strat(S) so that T; T; S ; ’ is a covering
of S, and ’ is continuous in the sense that for 2 Strat(T ), ’() restricted to nodes
of length at most n depends only on  restricted to nodes of length at most n. This
corresponds to the concept of a 0-covering dened in [3]. Let StratI(T ) denote the set
of strategies for player I on T . We say that T is a I-cover of S if there exists a map
’ : StratI(T )! StratI(S) which is continuous in the sense described above and so that
T; T; S ; ’ satises the conditions in the denition of a covering, with (4) restricted to
2 StratI(T ). II-cover is dened similarly. Clearly T is a cover just in case that it is
both a I-cover and a II-cover.
p[T ], the projection of T to S is the set
fx 2 [S] j 9y 2 [T ] such that x = T;S(y)g:
This notation hides S and T; S but we shall only use it when the two are clear from
the context. For a tree T and a node t 2T let T (t) be the tree consisting of all nite
sequences q so that t q^2T . Clearly then T (t) is based on T . We set T (t); T (q)= t q^
for q2T (t) and call T (t); T the canonical projection of T (t) to T . If T is based on
S and U is based on T then clearly U is based on S. The canonical projection map
U;S in this case is T; S  U;T .
We shall use letters such as ~e to range over nite sequences he0; : : : ; elh(~e)−1i of
natural numbers. Let <BK denote the Brouwer{Kleene order, so that ~e<BK~f just in
case that ek<fk for the least k such that ek 6=fk or ~e>~f. Say that ~e has size n
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(size(~e)= n) if lh(~e)6n and
lh(~e)−1X
k=0
(1 + ek) = n:
T is said to be a tree on the set X if all nodes of T are nite sequences of elements
of X . We shall use the symbol  for trees on !, or more precisely for functions which
give trees on !: For a tree S, we say that the map x 7!x (or simply ) is a Lipschitz
map which assigns to each element x of [S] a tree x on ! just in case that
 For each s2 S, s is dened and is a tree on !. s contains only nodes ~e of size
n or less, where n= lh(s)=2.
 For s<s0 2 S, s0 contains s. Furthermore a node ~e of size n or less belongs to






for x2 [S]. x is then a tree on ! and if size(~e)6n then ~e2x just in case that
~e2x2n.  is said to be +1 if all of the above holds with n= lh(s)=2 + 1.
Given a tree S, a set A [S] is said to be 11 just in case that there exists a Lipschitz
map x 7! x which assigns a tree x on ! to each x2 [S] and so that
x 2 A , x is well-founded; i:e:; [x] = ;
This is the same as saying that the complement of A is @0-Suslin, and so corresponds
to the standard notion of 11.
We shall treat x as a tree, and use xhi0; : : : ; iki (for hi0; : : : ; iki a node of x) to
refer to the tree which consists of the nodes f~e j hi0; : : : ; iki ~^e2xg. Note that x is
well-founded i for all i2! the tree xhii is well-founded.
Remark. Often we shall abuse notation and write Tt instead of T (t), just as above we
wrote xhi0; : : : ; iki instead of x(hi0; : : : ; iki). We may also drop brackets, and write for
example a= (b) instead of hai= (hbi) when  :T! S, hbi 2T and hai 2 S. When
omitting brackets we concatenate sequences and single objects simply by writing one
after the other. To avoid confusion in this pasting of sequences and single objects, we
use \−−" to distinguish the sequences from the objects. Thus a0; a1;−−t for example
denotes ha0; a1i t^ (t is itself a sequence but a0; a1 are single objects), a0;−−t−−; a1
denotes ha0i t^ h^a1i, and t−−q denotes t q^ (both t and q are sequences). The material
we work with is such that brackets of all kinds tend to pile up very quickly, obscuring
the actual symbols between them. The general rule behind our abuse of notation is
that we try to simplify the appearance of the text by omitting brackets which are clear
from the context.
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Let T be based on the tree S and let T; S witness this. Suppose that  is a Lipschitz
map as above. We dene the liftup of  to T (via T; S) to be the map ~ given by
~t =T; S (t):
~ is then Lipschitz and the set ~A= fy2 [T ] j ~y is well foundedg is equal to T; S−1(A).
If T; S is +2, than the lift up ~ comes out to be +1. For i<!, if T; S is +2(i + 1)
(or more) then we can dene the lift-up of hii to T (via T; S) to be the map ~
given by
~t =T; S (t) hii:
If  is Lipschitz then so is ~ since size(i;−−~e)= (i + 1) + size(~e). If  is +1 then
the lift up ~ is also +1.
The following denitions will be used throughout the paper:
Let S be a given tree and let  be a +1 map which associates to each x2 [S] a
tree x on !. A tree T which is based on S is said to be the -compound (over S)
of hTi; j; i j i6j<!i if the following conditions are satised:
(1) T0 = S.
(2) For j>i the tree Tj is based on Ti, this is witnessed by j; i and j; i are all exact.
(3) The embeddings j; i commute.
(4) For j>i the nodes of length at most 2i are precisely the same in the trees Tj and
Ti. Furthermore the embedding j; i restricted to nodes of length at most 2i is the
identity.
(5) The tree T is the inverse limit of the system hTi; j; i j i6j<!i and T; S is the
inverse limit map. By Condition (4) then a node t of length 62n belongs to T
i it belongs to Ti for some=all i>n, and T; S(t)= i;0(t) for any such i.
(6) Let t be a node of length 2i which belongs to the tree Ti. (Note that t 2Ti+1 and
i+1; i(t)= t.) Let s= Ti; S(t). If hii =2 s then we require that
 the trees Ti(t) and Ti+1(t) are the same, and
 i+1; i restricted to nodes which extend t is the identity.
(7) For i<! and y2 [Ti+1], the tree xhii is well-founded, where x= i+1;0(y).
Intuitively Condition (6) states that the tree Ti+1 is allowed to properly expand Ti at
a node t only if hii belongs to s, where s is the projection of t to S. Observe that
since  is +1 and the length of s is 2i, the node hii belongs to s i hii belongs to
x for all x2 [S] which extend s. Condition (7) implies that x is well-founded for
any x2p[T ] (where p[T ] is the projection of T to S using T; S). Thus p[T ]A.
We shall use \T" to refer to the entire system T; hTi; j; i j i6j<!i. We talk of T
as a compound, and call Ti, j; i the trees and projection maps of T. For notational con-
venience let us use 1; i to refer to the direct limit map from T to Ti : 1; i(t)= j; i(t)
for all suciently large j<!.
We call the compoundT -acceptable (for  a cardinal so that S 2V) if in addition
to the above the following condition is satised:
(8) For t a node of length 2i in Ti and b such that t h^bi 2Ti+1:
 b is a subset of V,
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 all nodes in the tree Ti+1(t−−; b) are elements of V, and
 for c such that t h^b; ci 2Ti+1, the whole tree Ti+1(t−−; b; c) is an element of
V.
Observe that if hii 62s where s= Ti+1 ;S(t) then Condition (6) for i combined with
Condition (8) for i − 1 imply that b is an element of V.
A -compound (over S) W is a I-imposed sub-compound of T if:
 For each i<!, Wi+1 is a subtree of Ti+1. (In the case of 0, of course W0 =T0 = S.)
 For each i<! and w2Wi+1 such that lh(w)= 2i+1, the trees Wi+1(w) and Ti+1(w)
are equal.
 The projection maps of W are equal to those of T { restricted to the appropriate
Wi of course.
By induction one easily sees that W is then a subtree of T , and compared to T it
only places restrictions on moves for player I. W is therefore a I-imposed subtree of
T in the sense of [3].
3. The game
For the next three sections let us work with a xed tree S and a xed map 
dening a 11 subset A of [S]. Let us also x a cardinal  so that S 2V and ()
holds, i.e.,
For every Z V+1 there exists a normal, -complete measure  on
 so that Z belongs to Ult(V; ).
Remark. In this paper all measures on a cardinal  are normal and -complete. We
shall use  to denote both a measure on , and the ultrapower embedding  : V !
Ult(V; ) given by the measure .
Our claim is that under these conditions it is possible to nd a covering of S which
unravels A. Precisely,
Theorem 3.1. For S; ; A and  as above there exists a tree G based on S which
 is a cover of S;
 unravels A. Indeed for any node p2G of length 2 either
(i) G;S(y)2A for all y2 [G] which extend p or
(ii) G;S(y) 62A for all y2 [G] which extend p;
 is a tree on V+2.
We describe G below as a game between players I and II . The tree G consists of all
nodes which represent legal positions in the game G. In the game G, I will propose
a tree T based on S such that p[T ]A, suggesting that the two players continue
by playing on T . II may accept this oer, or reject it by making particular complaints
about the tree T . To allow for such complaints I must present her tree T as the inverse
limit of a compound. II’s complaints will involve a specic level of the compound.
Before dening G let us make this issue of complaints more precise.
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Denition 3.2. Let R be a tree, @ a +1 map which assigns a linear order @x on !
to each x2 [R], and U a @-compound (over R) consisting of the system hUi; j; iji6ji
and the inverse limit U .
A valid R;@-rejection of U is a quadruplet hi; u; b; ci which satises the following
conditions:
 u2U is a node of length 2i (and hence a node in Ui);
 i<! and hii 2@r , where r= i;0(u);
 u−−; b belongs to Ui+1; and
Letting b be the projection of b to Ui { namely the unique object such that i+1;i(u−−;
b)= u−−; b { we have
 u−−; b; c2Ui
A valid rejection represents a certain query on the part of player II. It isolates a
particular point in the game on U , the point u−−; b, and asks: Suppose we reached
u−−; b and I (player II) knew that I wanted to play c on Ui. How do I lift the move
c from Ui to Ui+1 so that it becomes a legal move in U?
Denition 3.3. (Under the conditions of Denition 3.2 and the additional assumption
that U is a -acceptable compound.) Let hi; u; b; ci be a valid rejection of U. A tem-
porary justication (of U; i; u; b; c) is a pair ; c such that
  is a measure on ;
 (u)−−; (b); c2 (Ui+1); and
 (i+1;i)((u)−−; (b); c)= (u)−−; b; c.
A temporary justication answers II’s immediate question by shifting to Ult(V; ) and
playing there a move c on (the image of) Ui+1 which projects via (the image of)
i+1;i to c. (Observe that b and c are not moved by .) Continuing with the nota-
tion of Denition 3.3, let ~R be the tree (Ui)((u)−−; b; c), and let ~U be the tree
(Ui+1)((u)−−; (b); c). ~U is based on ~R and this is witnessed by the embedding ~
which sends a node q2 ~U to the unique node q 2 ~R such that
(i+1;i)((u)|; (b); c;|q) = (u)|; b; c;|q:
~R itself is based on R, and this is witnessed by the embedding  ~R;R which sends a
node q2 ~R to (i;0)((u)−−; b; c;−− q). Note that  ~R;R is a +2(i + 1) projection. We
can thus dene the liftup ~@ of @hii via  ~R;R. This liftup is then +1.
Denition 3.4. (Under the notation above.) A justication consists of a temporary
justication ; c together with a compound W such that
 W is (in V) a -acceptable ~@-compound over ~R. In particular W0 = ~R;
 W =W1, the inverse limit tree of W, is equal to ~U ; and
 1;0 :W1 ! W0, the inverse limit embedding of W, is equal to ~.
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A justication thus not only answers II’s immediate query of how to lift c, but also
paves the ground for future complaints by displaying the gap between ~U and ~R as a
new compound.
Let us now dene the game G. To start player I plays a move a0 on S (that is
ha0i 2 S) and a collection of compounds fTaja such that ha0; ai 2 Sg. We refer to
these compounds as ~T or fTaga2Sha0i.
For each a such that ha0; ai 2 S we let Sa= Sha0; ai, Sa; S the canonical projection,
and a the lift up of  to Sa. Observe that a is +1. We demand that I’s move
satisfy the following rule:
 For a such that ha0; ai 2 S, Ta is a -acceptable a-compound over Sa.
Player II plays a1 so that ha0; a1i 2 S and one of the following two options: Player
II can accept { by playing the move \Ac". The game then proceeds with the two
players playing on the tree Ta1 taken from the compound Ta1 , I playing rst. Thus
G(ha0; ~Ti; ha1; Aci) is the tree Ta1 . For t 2Ta1 we dene G;S(ha0; ~Ti; ha1; Aci;−−t)
to be a0; a1;−−Ta1 ; Sa1 (t), where Ta1 ; Sa1 is the projection map of the compound Ta1 .
Alternatively, player II may reject playing \Re". In doing so she claims that the tree
Ta1 is not fair, i.e., is not a I-cover of Sa1 . We set T0 =Ta1 , S0 = Sa1 and 0 =a1 .
The game then proceeds according to Diagram 2 which represents a dispute between
I and II on the fairness of the tree T 0.
Diagram 2. The Game G when II rejects.
At the beginning of round n of the dispute game we have the -acceptable n-
compound Tn over the tree Sn. II opens the round by playing in; tn; bn; cn which form
a valid Sn;n-rejection of Tn.
We let Sn+1 be the tree Sn(tn−−; bn; cn) (that is the tree which we referred to as ~R
above), Sn+1 ; Sn the natural projection (referred to as  ~R;R above) and n+1 the liftup
of nhini (referred to as ~@ above).
Player I then responds with a justication n; cn;Tn+1.
Observe that II moves rst in the dispute game of Diagram 2. Ocially II’s rst
move in the dispute game is part of her move in round 0 of G.
Throughout the dispute game, after II’s move in round n (in other words, at the
ocial end of round n of G) we dened the tree Sn+1 and the projection map Sn+1 ; Sn .
By composition we obtain a projection map Sn+1 ; S : Sn+1 ! S. Let G;S map a position
in G of n rounds (that is n−0:5 rounds in the dispute game) to the position Sn+1 ; S(;)
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This completes the denition of G and G;S . It is worthwhile observing that the
condition \hini 2nsn where sn= inn ;0(tn)" which II must satisfy in round n of the
dispute game in fact says that hi0; : : : ; ini 2 s. Here s= Tinn ; S(tn) and Tinn ; S :Tinn ! S
is obtained by composing the maps nin;0 and Sn; S . Observe further that Sn+1 ; S(;)
extends s.
The dispute game should be viewed as a process of peeling layers o compounds. In
round n of the dispute game we have Sn, n which is a lift of hi0; : : : ; in−1i, and the
n-compound Tn. We then concentrate on particular levels in; in+1 of this compound.
All levels up to and including in are swallowed as part of the next tree Sn+1. All levels
above in + 1 are simply thrown away and ignored. The new compound Tn+1 ramies
the gap between the inth and (in + 1)st levels of Tn. To be precise, let us point
out that
(1) Sn+1 =Tnin(tn−−; bn; cn); 3
(2) Tn+1 = n(Tnin+1)(n(tn)−−; n(bn); cn); and
(3) n(nin+1;in)(n(tn)−−; n(bn); cn;−−q)= n(tn)−−; bn; cn;−−n+11;0(q).
Let P represent an innite branch through G in which II rejects ~T, as displayed in
Diagram 2. Let x= G;S(P). From the rules of dispute it is clear that hi0; : : : ; ini 2x for
all n<!. Thus hi0; i1; i2; : : :i forms an innite branch through x, and so x= G;S(P)2
[S]− A.
Let P represent an innite branch of G in which II accepts. Thus P=ha0; ~Ti; ha1; Aci;
−−y where y is an innite branch of Ta1 . G;S(P) by denition is a0; a1;−−Ta1 ; Sa1 (y).
Since we demanded that I plays ~T in such a way that Ta1 is a a1 -compound over
Sa1 it follows that a1Ta1 ; Sa1 (y) is well-founded and so G;S(P)2A.
The second condition in Theorem 3.1 is therefore satised. For p2G a node of
length 2 and P an innite branch through G which extends p : G;S(P) is an element
of A if in p II accepts, and G;S(P) is not an element of A if in p II rejects.
The third condition, that G is a tree on V+2, is simple enough to check. I’s rst
move is ha0; ~Ti where ha0i 2 S and each Ta is a -acceptable compound. Thus each
Tai is a tree on V+1, and the whole compound T
a can easily be coded as an element
of V+2. Ta is played for a such that ha0; ai 2 S. Since S 2V it follows that I’s whole
move can be coded as an element of V+2. If II accepts then all remaining moves in
G are elements of V+1 and so certainly elements of V+2. Matters are slightly more
complicated if II rejects. For II ’s moves : in is a natural number. tn; bn form a node
in a -acceptable compound and are therefore elements of V+1. cn is an element of
V. For I’s moves: n is a measure on  and is therefore an element of V+2. cn gives
the (2n + 2)nd element of a node on the tree n(Tnin+1) and is therefore an element
of VUlt(V;n)n() . As such it is represented in the ultrapower by a function into V and
so can be coded (modulo n) as an element of V+1. Finally Tn+1 is a -acceptable
compound and can be coded as an element of V+2.
3 This tree is not moved by n and is thus equal to n(Tnin )(n(tn)−−; bn; cn).
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Thus to prove Theorem 3.1 it remains only to verify that G is indeed a cover of S.
This is proved in the next two sections. Section 4 demonstrates that G is a I-cover of
S and Section 5 demonstrates that G is a II-cover of S. But before we move on to
Sections 4 and 5, let us observe the following:
Lemma 3.5. Let P represent the following innite play of G
ha0; ~Tiha1; Re; i0; t0; b0; c0ih0; c0;T1i    hin; tn; bn; cnihn; cn;Tni   
in which player II rejects. Let x= G;S(P). Then hinjn<!i is the left-most branch
in x. In other words; for any n<! and any e<in; the tree x hi0; : : : ; in−1; ei is
well-founded.
Proof. Let S0 = S(a0; a1) and T0 =Ta1 . Let Tni be the ith tree of the compound T
n
and let nj; i be the projection maps of this compound. Let S
n be the trees dened during
the game G. Thus tn is a node of Tnin of length 2in, and S
n+1 =Tnin(tn−−; bn; cn). The
tree Tnin is based on S
n, and Sn+1 ; Sn is the projection map induced by nin;0, sending a






xn is then an innite branch through Sn, Sm; Sn(xm)= xn for n<m, and x= a0; a1;−−x0.
Let
yn = tn|; bn; cn;|xn+1:




Fix now n<! and e<in. Let z= nin;e+1(y
n). z then is an innite branch through Tne+1,
and ne+1;0(z)= x
n. Since Tn is a n-compound over Sn we conclude (using Condition
(7) in the denition of a compound) that nxnhei is well-founded. n is the liftup to
Sn of n−1hin−1i and since Sn; Sn−1 (xn)= xn−1 we conclude that n−1xn−1hin−1; ei is well-
founded. Continuing to work our way down we nally conclude that 0x0hi0; : : : ; in−1; ei
is well-founded and so x hi0; : : : ; in−1; ei is well-founded.
4. Coping with a strategy for I
Let  be a strategy for I on the tree G. We dene in this section ’(), a strategy for
I on the tree S, in such a way that any innite play x2 [S] according to ’() can be
lifted to a play P 2 [G] according to  with G;S(P)= x. To show that G is a I-cover
of S it is necessary to dene ’() continuously in . For notational convenience let
us use  for strategies on the tree G restricted to nodes of length at most n (for some
n<!). We call  a restricted strategy on G. If  is a (full) strategy on the tree G
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we use   n for the restricted strategy which is dened only for nodes of length at
most n in G, and on these nodes acts as  does.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a map ’ in V which associates to each restricted strategy
2V for I on G a restricted strategy ’( ) for I on S in such a way that:
 If  is a restricted strategy acting on all nodes of length at most n then ’( ) acts
on all nodes of length at most n in S.





Note that ’() may be dened even if  62V. All that is needed is   n2V for all
n<!;  itself may only belong to a super-model of V.
 Let  be a strategy for I on G and assume that   n2V for all n. Let x2 [S]
be an innite play according to ’(). (x need not be an element of V:) Then
there exists an iterate M of V with iteration embedding  : V ! M and some P;
an innite play of (G); so that
{ the critical point of  is . Thus S is not moved by ;
{ P is according to the strategy (); or more precisely P  n is according to the
strategy (  n) for all n<!; and
{ (G;S)(P)= x; or more precisely (G;S)(P  n)>x  n for all n<!.
The following immediate corollary shows that G is a I-cover of S.
Corollary 4.2. For  in V and x2 [S] in V which is according to ’(); there exists
P 2 [G] (also in V) which is according to  with G;S(P)= x.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.1. Since x; 2V it follows that x; ()2M and therefore by
absoluteness (using the fact that M is well-founded) one can pick P which satises
the conditions of Theorem 4:1 and is an element of M . By elementarity of  then the
existence of P can be pulled back to V.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Lemma 4.1. Let us make the
following simplifying assumption on the map s 7! s:
For each n6 lh(s)=2, there is exactly one ~e 2 s of size precisely n.
This simplifying assumption poses no loss of generality (see Section 6) and will sim-
plify somewhat the notation in the proof which follows. Note that for ~e of size lh(s)=2
or less, ~e2s i ~e2x for all x which extend s. Thus our simplifying assumption
holds just in case that for all x2 [S] there is exactly one ~e2x of size n, for each
n<!.
Remark. Even with our simplifying assumption the notation for the proof of Lemma
4.1 is not particularly simple. While going over the proof the reader may wish to
consider imposing each of the following assumption:
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 For all x2 [S], x contains precisely the nodes fhiiji<!g. In particular A= [S].
 For all x2 [S], x contains precisely the nodes fh0; : : : ; 0i(k times)jk<!g. In par-
ticular A= ;.
Each of these further assumptions does pose (serious) loss of generality, but they
do simplify the notation, and taken together may give the reader a clearer picture of
the ideas in the proof.
Denition of ’. Fix , a strategy for I in G. We dene ’() by describing how it
plays against an imaginary player II, constructing below a branch x= fangn<! 2 [S]
which is according to ’(). For odd n we let the imaginary player II pick an, and
ourselves dene an for even n. Our construction will use  but it will be clear that to
dene an we only need   n. Thus ’()  n depends only on   n.
Let ha0; ~Ti be the rst move played by . On S we let ’() play a0 for I, and
ask our imaginary opponent to supply a1. Our intent now is to accept and reject
~T= fTaga2Sha0i at the same time, in dierent models. If accepting we must continue
by playing for II on the tree Ta1 . This may seem an impossible task, since after all
we have no information whatsoever about this tree. Note however that in the dispute
game of Diagram 2 the roles of the players are reversed: II’s move corresponds to a
move b for I on Ta1 and I’s move corresponds to a move c for II. We can therefore
take advantage of ’s moves when we reject, and use those to tell us what to play for
II when we accept.
While constructing x we shall also construct iterates of V. At the start of round n+1
(on S), before dening a2n+2 and then letting II play a2n+3, we shall have
(A) Iterates Mn~e of V for each ~e2ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i of size n or less, and embeddings
n~e : V! Mn~e ;
Below we use En to denote the set of nodes ~e2ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i which have size at
most n.
The system of iterates constructed shall be directed and we will dene
(B) Elementary embeddings n
~e;~f
:Mn~e ! Mn~f for ~e<BK~f both in En;
By convention ;2ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i. ; is a node of size 0, and is the only node of size
0 in ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i. We shall use Mn to refer to the model Mn; and n to refer to the
embedding n;. Note that all other models dened embed into M
n.
Inside each of the models we shall maintain a position in (the image of) G. All
positions will be according to (the image of) .
(C) In the model Mn we shall have a node tn of length 2n in the tree n(Ta1 ).
ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−tn will therefore be a position in n(G). This position will
be according to n().
(D) In the model Mn~e , for ~e 6= ;, we shall maintain a position ha0; n~e ( ~T)i, ha1; Rei;−−Pn~e
in n~e (G) which is according to 
n
~e() and in which II rejects. P
n
~e will include lh(~e)
many rounds in the dispute game of Diagram 2.
For a position P in the dispute game of Diagram 2 let us use ik(P), tk(P), bk(P),
ck(P) to refer to II’s move in round k of the dispute game. Similarly let us use k(P),
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ck(P), Tk+1(P), Tk+1(P), Tk+1i (P); 
k+1
j;i (P) to refer to the corresponding components
of I’s move in round k. Using this notation, T lh(~e)(Pn~e ) is the last tree played by I in
the position Pn~e , and is based on the tree S
lh(~e)(Pn~e ).
(E) Also in the model Mn~e we shall have a node t
n
~e of length 2(n − size(~e)) in the
tree T lh(~e)(Pn~e ).
We shall maintain the following relations between all the models, embeddings and
positions constructed:
(1) Commutativity for all possible diagrams of embeddings;
(2) (a) Our position in Mn projects to ha0; : : : ; a2n+1i. More precisely, n(Ta1 ;Sa1 )
applied to tn is equal to ha2; : : : ; a2n+1i. Thus
n(G; S)(ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;|tn) = ha0; : : : ; a2n+1i;
(b) For ~e 6= ; in En, the position Pn~e projects to ha0; : : : ; a2m+1i where m=size(~e).
Precisely,
n~e(G; S)(ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Rei;|Pn~e ) = ha0; : : : ; a2m+1i;





)= n~e for ~e<BK ~f both in E
n;
(4) Let ~e2En and suppose ~f2En is the <BK successor of ~e in En. Then Mn~f is
equal to Ult(Mn~e ; lh(~e)−1(P
n
~e )) and 
n
~e;~f
is the ultrapower embedding of the measure
lh(~e)−1(Pn~e ). For notational convenience below we use 
n
~e to refer to lh(~e)−1(P
n
~e );
Before going further it would be helpful to introduce some notation: We use (for
~e 6= ;) Sn~e to denote the tree S lh(~e)(Pn~e ) and Tn~e to denote the compound Tlh(~e)(Pn~e ).




~e refers to the inverse limit of this compound,
namely the tree T lh(~e)(Pn~e ). T
n
~e is based on S
n
~e and we use Tn~e Sn~e to denote the projection
map, which is the map 1;0 of the compound Tn~e . For ~e= ;: We let Sn= Sn;= Sa1 ,
Tn=Tn;= 
n(Ta1 ), Tn; =T
n= n(Ta1 ), and Tn; ;Sn; = 
n(Ta1 ;Sa1 ) which of course is the
projection map of the compound Tn.
For ~e2En and i<! let Tn~e;i denote the tree Ti+1 of the compound Tn~e (if ~e 6= ; this
is the tree T lh(~e)i+1 (P
n
~e ) and if ~e= ; this is the tree n;(Ta1i+1)). Let Sn~e;i denote the tree Ti
of the compound Tn~e and let Tn~e; ;j ;T n~e; i , Tn~e ;Sn~e; i , etc. denote the projection maps between
these trees, obtained from the respective projection maps of the compound Tn~e . We
have therefore:
 Sn~e;0 = Sn~e ,
 Tn~e;i is based on Sn~e;i,
 Sn~e;i+1 =Tn~e;i,
 Tn~e is the inverse limit of the trees Tn~e;i, i<!.
 For all ~e2En the node tn~e , included as part of our construction, is a node of length
2(n− size(~e)) in the tree Tn~e .
For ~e2En let sn~e be the node Tn~e ;Sn~e (tn~e ) in the tree Sn~e . For i<! let tn~e;i be Tn~e ;T n~e; i(tn~e )
and let sn~e;i= Tn~e ;Sn~e; i(t
n
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In addition to Conditions (1){(4) we shall maintain:
(5) Let ~e2En and i<! be such that ~e−−; i2En. (Note in this case that size(~e)+ i+










~e;i  2i + 2);




~e;i  2i + 2) and that s
n
~e−−;i
is a node in the tree Sn~e;i(s
n
~e;i  2i + 2). We shall in fact maintain (for ~e−−; i2En):




~e−−;i is a tail end of s
n
~e;i. Precisely,
{ (tn~e;i  2i + 2)−−tn~e−−;i= tn~e;i and





























jection map induced by Tn~e ;Sn~e , namely the map which sends a node q2 ~T
n
~e to the
unique q2 ~Sn~e which satises sn~e−− q= Tn~e ;Sn~e (tn~e−−q). Note that this denition works
since sn~e = Tn~e ;Sn~e (t
n
~e ). The projection maps  ~Tn~e;j ; ~Tn~e; i ,  ~Tn~e ; ~Tn~e; i , etc. are all dened similarly.
Condition (6) so far tells us that if ~e−−; i2En then
 ~Tn~e−−;i is equal to ~T
n
~e;i, and
 ~Sn~e−−;i is equal to ~S
n
~e;i,
giving the following diagram:
Diagram 3. Projection maps of the trees assuming that
both ~e and ~e{; i are in En.
We shall maintain one nal condition,
(6) (b) The projections of Diagram 3 commute, where on the top line we use the
maps  ~Tn(~e−−; i); j ; ~S
n
(~e−−; i); j
obtained from the compound Tn~e−−;i and on the bottom
line we use the map  ~Tn~e; i ; ~S
n
~e; i
obtained from the compound Tn~e .





~e;i when ~e−−; i2En. These trees are the same, and the projection
maps from=to them are all the same.





D = f~d = hd0; : : : ; dki j hd0; : : : ; dk−1i 2 En and dk<!g
be the (innite) set of nodes which extend by one element a node in En. Because
of condition (6) we can for hd0; : : : ; dki 2D set ~Tn~d= ~T
n
hd0 ;:::;dk−1i;dk with no fear of
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ambiguity in the case that ~d2En. Through compositions of the maps  ~Tn~e; i ; ~Sn~e; i we may








~d1<BK~d2 both in D (and
similarly  ~Sn~d2 ; ~T
n
~d1
; etc.). The trees ~T
n
~d; ~d2D, therefore form an inverse limit system (of
transnite length which is equal to the order type of D under <BK) which is based
on Sa1 (sn) and whose ultimate inverse limit is n(Ta1 )(tn). The next claim shows that
most steps in this system are trivial, at least for nodes of length 2 or less.













~d have the same nodes of length62. Furthermore;
the projection map  ~Tn~d; ~S
n
~d
is the identity on nodes of length 62;




~d are equal. Furthermore;













Proof. Say ~d= hd0; : : : ; dli and ~e= he0; : : : ; eki. Observe that D is closed under initial
segments, and that for any ~f2D if ~f is not a terminal node of D then in fact
~f−−; i2D for all i<!. Using this observation one easily sees that
 ~d is a terminal node in D (otherwise ~d would be a limit in the <BK order),
 l>k (otherwise ~d would be an initial segment of ~e and again be a limit in the <BK
order),
 ~d  k =~e  k,
 dk = ek + 1, and
 dk+1 =    =dl=0 if l>r (since ~d  r−−; 02D for r6l).
By denition we have
 ~Snhd0 ;:::;dki= ~T
n
~e (since dk = ek + 1)
and for any ~f so that ~f−−; 02D
 ~Sn~f−−;0 = ~S
n
~f.




















is a node of length 2(n − size(~f)), a node
of length 2 in ~T
n






2(n− size(~f)) + 2 =
2(n− size(~d) + dl + 1) + 2 =
2(n+ 2− size(~d)) + 2dl62dl
(the inequality holds since by assumption n + 2 − size(~d)60). Similarly a node of
length 2 in ~S
n





) of length 62dl.
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The system hT li (Pn~f); lj;i(Pn~f) j i6j<!i forms a l(Pn~f)-compound. A node of length
62i therefore belongs to T li+1(P
n
~f






) is the identity
on nodes of length 62i. Applying this with i=dl completes the proof of (i).


















). It follows directly from the denition of a compound (Condition (6)


















) is the identity





For (iii), note that since ~d is a terminal node of D it cannot belong to En. Since
size(~d)<n+1 it must be that ~d 62ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i. Proceed as in the proof of (ii). tn~f;dl is a
node in T ldl+1(P
n
~f



























) is the identity on nodes
which extend tn~f;dl . (iii) follows.
By our simplifying assumption on  there exists exactly one node in ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i of
size n+1. Let ~@ be this node. Clearly ~@2D and ~@ is the only node of size n+1 in D
which is in ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i. By induction on <BK, using Claim 4.3 for the successor step,
it follows that
 ~Sn~@ and ~S
n
;= S
a1 (sn) have the same nodes of length 62. The projection map  ~Sn~@; ~S
n
;
is the identity on nodes of length 62;
 ~Tn;= n(Ta1 )(tn) and ~T
n
~@ have the same nodes of length 62. The projection map
 ~Tn; ; ~Tn~@ is the identity on nodes of length 62.










Remark. Note that for n=0 the existence of all objects in our construction follows
trivially. ; is the only node in ha0 ;a1i of size 0, M 0; =V, n= id and tn= h i.
It is now time to start round n+1. Working inside the model Mn, apply the strategy
n() to the position ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−tn. Let b= b; be the next move played by
n(). Thus hb;i 2 ~Tn;. Applying the projection maps let, for ~d2D, ~b~d=  ~Tn; ; ~Tn~d(b) andb~d=  ~Tn; ; ~Sn~d(b) be the projections of b to ~T
n
~d and to ~S
n
~d; respectively.
We dene a2n+2, the next move on S played by ’(), to be b; which is the projection
of b to ~S
n
;. Observe that by Claim 4.3, ~b
n
~@= b and b
n
~@= a2n+2.
Let a2n+3 be played by our imaginary opponent. Thus ha2n+2; a2n+3i 2 ~S0; and by
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a move for II on the tree ~T
n
; (which by Claim 4.3 is the same as ~T
n
~@ for nodes of
length 2).
Let En+1 include all nodes ~e2ha0 ;:::;a2n+3i which have size n + 1 or less. Clearly
En+1 =En [ f~@g. Let l+ 1= lh(~@) and let ~f=~@  l. Thus ~@= ~f−−; @l.
Basic step: The critical step in this round corresponds to ~@, and ~f which is its im-




with its trees Sn~f;i for i<!, all based on S
n
~f
, and inverse limit Tn~f. We have the node
tn~f 2Tn~f of length 2(n−size(~f))= 2@l, and using n() we obtained a next move b= b~f
for I on the tree Tn~f following the node t
n
~f
. We then projected this move to Sn~f and
got a2n+2. Our opponent supplied the next move a2n+3 for II on Sn~f, and it is our task




The dispute game was precisely tailored to enable us to do this. The compound Tn~f
is the last compound Tl(Pn~f ) in the position P
n
~f
which is a position in the dispute
game inside Mn~f. Let us note the following:
Since tn~f is a node of length 2@l, the denition of a compound imply that it belongs
to the @lth tree of the compound Tn~f { namely to the tree S
n
~f;@l





 tn~f is a node in T l@l(Pn~f ) of length 2@l;





) (since h@0; : : : ; @li 2ha0 ;:::;a2n+1i, and ha0; : : : ; a2n+1i is equal to the pro-




 a2n+3 is a move for II in T l@l(Pn~f) following tn~f−−; a2n+2. In other words tn~f−−; a2n+2;





@l; tn~f; b; a2n+3 is therefore a legal move for II in round l of the dispute game in
Mn~f, following the position P
n
~f
. Let us play this move for II inside the model Mn~f. I’s
response, given by n~f(), will tell us how to lift the move a2n+3 to a move c | not
in the tree T l@l+1(P
n
~f
) itself but rather in the image of this tree under an ultrapower
embedding.
Set, for ~e<BK~@ in En+1:
 Mn+1~e =Mn~e ,
 n+1~d;~e = n~d;~e for ~d<BK~e both in En+1,
 Pn+1~e =Pn~e , and







for ~e<BK~@ in En+1,
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 let Pn+1~@ be a position in the dispute game (inside Mn~f) which extends Pn~f by one
round { the lth round. In this round of Pn+1~@ II plays @l; t
n
~f
; b; a2n+3 and I replies
according to n~f().
 tn+1~@ = ;.
Observe that Pn+1~@ projects to ha0; : : : ; a2n+3i as required by Condition (2b).
Let = l(Pn+1~@ ) be the measure played by 
n
~d
() as part of I’s last move in Pn+1~@ .
Below we use  to refer also to the ultrapower embedding :Mn~f ! Ult(Mn~f; ). The
embedding  is obtained as the embedding of an ultrapower formed using functions in




For ~e2En+1 so that ~e>BK ~f set




 ). By condition (4) V
Mn~e

belongs to Mn~f and so (V
Mn~e
 ) makes sense.
 n+1~d;~e = (n~d;~e) for ~d>BK ~f, 
n+1
~@;~f
= , and n+1~d;~e for
~d6BK~@ is obtained by composition.





 belongs to M
n
~f
for any ordinal .
 Pn+1~e = (Pn~e ), and
 tn+1~e = (tn~e )−−; (b); c.
This completes the construction of items (A){(E) in round n+1. For (E), note that
(tn~f)−−; (b); c is a node of T
n+1
~f
= (Tn~f) by the rules of the dispute game. It follows
that (tn~e )−−; (b); c is a node of Tn+1~e for ~e>BK~f since Tn~e (tn~e ) and Tn~f(tn~f) are the
same for nodes of length 2.
The reader may now easily verify conditions (1){(4). Let us here verify conditions
(5) and (6).
Sub-claim 4.4. Let ~e= ~f and i= @l; so that ~e−−; i=~@2En+1. Then conditions (5) and
(6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.
Proof. This follows from the rules of the dispute game, particularly from Conditions
(1){(3) given after Denition 3.4 applied inside the model Mn+1~@ to the last round





Let us begin with the two items of Condition (5).
{ By condition (2) given after Denition 3.4, T l+1(Pn+1~@ )= l(T
l
il+1)(l(tl)−−; l(bl);
cl). l; il; tl; bl; cl all refer to the corresponding moves in round l of the position
Pn+1~@ , which in our case are ; @l; t
n
~f





), and so (T lil+1)
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which immediately gives the rst item of Condition (5) since
(tn~f)|; (b); c = t
n+1
~f;@l
is a node of length 2@l + 2.
{ By Condition (1) given after Denition 3.4 the tree Sn+1~@ = S
l+1(Pn+1~@ ) is equal






) = Sn+1~f; il





But by the rules of the dispute game (precisely, the requirements on a partial
justication), l(tl)−−; bl; cl is the projection via l(l1; il) of l(tl)−−; l(bl); cl.
In our case this would be the projection of tn+1~f to S
n+1
~f; @l
, which of course is sn+1~f; @l
.
Condition (6a) in this case is trivial, since tn+1~@ = s
n+1
~@
= ;. Condition (6b) follows
again by making the appropriate substitutions, this time to condition (3) given after
Denition 3.4.
Sub-claim 4.5. Let ~e2En+1 and i<! be such that ~e−−; i2En+1. Assume further that
~e<BK ~f. Then Conditions (5) and (6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.
Proof. In this case both ~e and ~e−−; i are <BK ~f. Thus both ~e and ~e−−; i belong








~e; i = t
n
~e; i−−; a2n+2; a2n+3, and tn+1~e−−; i=
tn~e−−; i−−; a2n+2; a2n+3. Conditions (5) and (6) for n+ 1 follow immediately from Con-
ditions (5) and (6) for n, since nothing really changed.
Sub-claim 4.6. Let ~e2En+1 and i<! be such that ~e−−; i2En+1. Assume further that
~e−−; i>BK ~f. Then Conditions (5) and (6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.







~e; i = (t
n
~e; i)−−; (b); c, and tn+1~e−−; i= (tn~e−−; i)−−; (b); c. Again
Conditions (5) and (6) for n + 1 follow from Conditions (5) and (6) for n since all
relevant objects were moved by the same elementary embedding .
Sub-claim 4.7. Let ~e2En+1 and i<! be such that ~e−−; i2En+1. Assume further that
~e−−; i<BK~@ and ~e>BK ~f. Then Conditions (5) and (6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.
Proof. In this case ~e−−; i2En and n~e−−;i<n~f =crit(). Let us begin with Condition
(5).





~e;i  2i + 2):
Tn~e−−; i is a 
n
~e−−; i-acceptable compound (in M
n
~e−−; i) and so T
n




. It follows of course that Tn~e; i(t
n
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~e;i  2i + 2)):
The left-hand side of the equation is easily seen to be equal to Tn+1~e−−; i while the right-
hand side is equal to Tn+1~e; i (t
n+1
~e; i  2i + 2).
The second item of Condition (5) is veried similarly, applying  only to the right-





~e;i  2i + 2)
given by Condition (5) for n. The same goes for Condition (6). For (6b), apply 
only to the bottom line of Diagram 3, again noticing that in fact nothing moves.
Sub-claims 4:4{4:7 together exhaust all possible cases, proving that Conditions (5)
and (6) hold for n+1. This completes our inductive step for round n+1. Our construc-
tion thus produces the typical play x= fangn<! 2 [S] according to ’(), completing
the denition of ’(). Clearly ’()  2n depends only on   2n, so that in fact we
dened a map ’ satisfying the rst condition of Lemma 4.1.
In round n+ 1 we dened in addition to the objects of items (A){(E)
(F) an embedding n; n+1~e :M
n
~e !Mn+1~e for ~e2En.
This embedding is the identity for ~e<BK~@. For ~e>~f; 
n; n+1
~e is induced by the
embedding  :Mn~f !M
n+1
~f
. It is clear that we maintained the following condition:
(7) Let ~@n denote the only node in En+1 which has size precisely n + 1. Say ~@n=
h@n0; : : : ; @nlni where lh(~@n)= ln + 1. Let ~f
n
=~@n  ln. The following diagrams commute:
Diagram 4. Commutativity of ’s and ’s.
where ~d<BK~e are both in En for the right-hand side diagram. Furthermore:
(a) For ~e 6= ; in En, the position Pn+1~e is equal to n; n+1~e (Pn~e );
(b) For any ~e2En, the node tn+1~e extends n; n+1~e (tn~e );




To illustrate better the structure of the models and embedding constructed, we in-
clude below two diagrams which present the construction in two special cases. The
rst, Diagram 5a, is drawn on the assumption that x contains precisely the nodes
fhii j i<!g (and so in particular x2A). The second, Diagram 5b, is drawn on the as-
sumption that x contains precisely the nodes fh0; : : : ; 0i(k times) j k<!g (and so in
particular x 62A). The general case lies somewhere between these two diagrams. Note
that in both diagrams we indicate a model M . In both cases M contains an innite
play according to the image of , which projects to x. In Diagram 5a it is the union
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of images of the positions in Mn; given by (C) while in Diagram 5b it is the union of
the positions in Mnh0;:::;0i(n−1 times) given by (D).
Diagram 5a. First special case and 5b. Second special case.
Verication of Lemma 4.1: Suppose now that x2 [S] is an innite play according
to ’(). We must nd an iteration  : V!M of V, and P an innite play of (G)
according to (), so that (G;S)(P)= x.
For ~e2x, let M1~e be the direct limit of the models Mn~e (for n large enough
so that ~e2En) where the embeddings n1 ; n2~e :Mn1~e !Mn2~e are obtained by compos-




~e !M1~e be the direct limit embeddings.




~e ) for some=any n large enough so that ~e2En. (By Condi-
tion (7) the particular n used does not matter.) Dene 1~d;~e for
~d<BK~e
both in x so as to make all diagrams of the kind given in Diagram 6 commute,
Diagram 6.
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whenever ~d<BK~e are both in En. (Note that Condition (7) makes this
possible.)
Suppose rst that x is well-founded. Then the order <BK on x is well-founded
also.
Let M =M1; be the direct limit of the models M
n
; . Let  : V!M be the direct





n). t1n is therefore a node of length 2n in the
tree (Ta1 ). Our construction is such that the position ha0; ( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−t1n in
(G) is according to (). By Condition (7b) t1n+1 extends t
1
n , and by Condition (2a)




ha0; ( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−t1n
will therefore satisfy Lemma 4.1. All that remains is to verify that M is an iterate of
V and that  is an iteration embedding.
Note that because of the commutativity given by Condition (7), M is also the di-
rect limit of the system hM1~e ; 1~d;~e j~d<BK~e2xi, V=M1~d0 for ~d0 2x the <BK-least







). Using Condition (4) and the commutativity given by (7) one
can easily see that M1~e is equal to Ult(M
1
~d
; ~d) and that 
1
~d;~e
is the ultrapower embed-
ding by the measure ~d whenever ~d2x and ~e is the immediate <BK-successor of ~d
in x. Since <BK is well-founded on x every ~d2x has an immediate successor in
x, and <BK is a well-order on x. Thus hM1~d ; ~d j~d2xi is an iteration of V. The
last model M1; of this iteration is equal to M , and the embedding 
1
~d0 ;; produced by
this iteration is equal to . It follows that M is an iterate of V and  is an iteration
embedding, as required.
Suppose next that x is ill-founded. Let F = hf0; f1; : : :i be the left-most branch
through x. In other words pick F so that for each n<! and any i<fn; xhf0; : : : ;
fn−1; ii is well-founded. Let
 = f~e2 x j~e <BK hf0; : : : ; fl−1i where l= lh(~e)g:
 is a tree on ! which is contained in x, and  is well-founded by the choice of F .




=Mnl+1~@nl , let l; l+1 : Ml!Ml+1 be the embedding 
nl+1; nl+1
~@nl
, and let the
embeddings l1 ;l2 :Ml1 !Ml2 be dened by composition, for l1<l2<!. We
obtain Diagram 7.
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Diagram 7.
Let M =M1 be the direct limit of hMl; l0 ; l j l0<l<!i and let l;1 :Ml!M1 be
the direct limit embeddings. Set = 0;1 : V!M . Let P1l = l;1(Pnl+1~@nl ). Our con-
struction is such that ha0; ( ~T)i; ha1; Rei;−−P1l is a position in (G) (in which II
rejects) according to (). By Condition (7c) P1l+1 extends P
1
l , and by Condition (2b)




ha0; ( ~T)i; ha1; Rei;|P1l
will therefore satisfy Lemma 4.1. Again all that remains is to verify that M is an
iterate of V and that  is an iteration embedding.
Because of the commutativity given by Condition (7), M is also the direct limit
of the system hM1~e ; 1~d;~e j~d<BK~e2 i. Note that now we are using  rather than x
since in dening the models Ml we kept cutting back to M
nl
Fl.
As before, let ~d= lh(~d)−1(P
1
~d
). Then M1~e is equal to Ult(M
1
~d




ultrapower embedding whenever ~e is the <BK immediate successor of ~d in x.
Since <BK is well-founded on , the system hM1~d ; ~d j~d2 i represents an itera-
tion of V. (This system may miss the nal model of the iteration though, since the
order type of <BK on  can be a limit ordinal.) Using the commutativity given by
Condition (7) it is clear that the nal direct limit of this iteration is M1 (which should
be viewed as the direct limit on the right-hand side of Diagram 7), and that the direct
limit embedding is . Thus M is an iterate of V and  is an iteration embedding, as
required.
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5. Coping with a strategy for II
Let  be a strategy for II on the tree G. We dene in this section ’(), a strategy
for II on the tree S, in such a way that any innite play x2 [S] according to ’()
can be lifted to a play P 2 [G] according to  with G;S(P)= x. To show that G is
a II-cover of S it is necessary to dene ’() continuously in . As in Section 4 we
dene ’ in such a way that ’()  n depends only on   n, so that ’ in fact acts on
restricted strategies.
Lemma 5.1. There exists a map ’ in V which associates to each restricted strategy
2V for II on G a restricted strategy ’( ) for II on S in such a way that
 If  is a restricted strategy acting on all nodes of length at most n then ’( ) acts
on all nodes of length at most n in S.





Note that ’() may be dened even if  62V. All that is needed is   n2V for all
n<!;  itself may only belong to a super-model of V.
 Let  be a strategy for II on G and assume that   n2V for all n. Let x2 [S]
be an innite play according to ’(). (x need not be an element of V:) Then
there exists an iterate M of V with iteration embedding  : V!M and some P; an
innite play of (G); so that
{ the critical point of  is . Thus S is not moved by ;
{ P is according to the strategy (); or more precisely P  n is according to the
strategy (  n) for all n<!;
{ (G;S)(P)= x; or more precisely (G;S)(P  n)>x  n for all n<!.
As in Section 4, the following immediate corollary shows that G is a II-cover of S.
Corollary 5.2. For  in V and x2 [S] in V which is according to ’(); there exists
P 2 [G] (also in V) which is according to  with G;S(P)= x.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Lemma 5.1. Again we make the
following simplifying assumption on the map s 7!s:
For each n6 lh(s)=2, there is exactly one ~e2s of size precisely n.
The general constellation of models and trees which we use to prove Lemma 5.1
is similar to that used in Section 4. The main dierence comes in at the Basic Step,
which in the case of Lemma 5.1 takes substantially more work. In the Basic Step of
Section 4 we essentially did no work at all. , playing for I, produced for us all the
compounds and measures of the proof. Our own task was limited to simply arranging
these objects in a particular way. Now however it is our job not only to arrange all the
objects involved but also, playing for I, to come up with the required measures and
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compounds. Let us begin by setting up some general infra-structure for the production
of compounds.
Suppose R2V is a tree and x 7!@x a +1 function which associates to each x2 [R]
a tree @x on !. We dene below a particular -acceptable @-compound U=U(R;@)
(over R) which consists of the tree U and the system hUi; j; i j i6j<!i. The denition
proceeds by induction on i<!, dening the trees Ui and projections j0 ; j for j6j06i.
As we must, we set U0 =R.
Let i<!. Suppose that Ui has been dened and so were j0 ; j for j6j06i. We
describe Ui+1 below as a game. The tree Ui+1 consists of those nodes which represent
legal positions in the game Ui+1.
Diagram 8 a (Top) The game Ui+1 when hii 2@i; 0(u0 ;:::; u2i−1) and b (Bottom) The game Ui+1 when
hii 62@i; 0(u0 ;:::; u2i−1) :
The game Ui+1 is played according to the following rules, as in Diagram 8:
 For n<2i we require hu0; : : : ; un−1; uni 2Ui. This is a rule for I when n is even, and
for II when n is odd. Thus the rst i rounds of Ui+1 are identical to those of Ui.
If hii 62@i; 0(u0 ;:::; u2i−1) then the two players simply continue playing on Ui. Thus
Ui+1hu0; : : : ; u2i−1i=Uihu0; : : : ; u2i−1i in this case. If on the other hand hii 2
@i; 0(u0 ;:::; u2i−1) then the game proceeds as follows:
 I must start round i by playing u2i ; X so that
{ hu0; : : : ; u2i−1; u2ii 2Ui.
{ X V.
 II must then play u2i+1;V=(V; hVk; k0 ; k j k6k 0<!i) satisfying:
{ hu0; : : : ; u2i−1; u2i ; u2i+1i 2Ui; Let us set u= hu0; : : : ; u2i+1i and let Ui(u); R be the
projection map which sends a node q2Ui(u) to i;0(u−−q). Let ~@ be the lift-up
of @hii to Ui(u) via Ui(u); R. Ui(u); R is +2(i + 1) and so ~@ is +1.
{ V must be a -acceptable ~@-compound over Ui(u), for some <; and
{ The pair hu2i+1;Vi must be an element of X .
 In subsequent rounds the players play vi forming nodes in V . Specically we require
that hv0; : : : ; vni 2V for all n<!. This is a rule for I when n is even and for II when
n is odd.
The projection maps i+1; j for j<i are dened by composition from i; j and i+1; i,
where i+1; i :Ui+1!Ui is the obvious projection:
 i+1; i is the identity for nodes of length 62i and all nodes which extend hu0; : : : ;
u2i−1i if hii =2@i; 0(u0 ;:::; u2i−1).
 i+1; i(u0; : : : ; u2i−1; hu2i ; X i)= hu0; : : : ; u2i−1; u2ii.
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 i+1; i(u0; : : : ; u2i−1; hu2i ; X i; hu2i+1;Vi)= hu0; : : : ; u2i−1; u2i ; u2i+1i.
 Let u denote the node u0; : : : ; u2i−1; hu2i ; X i; hu2i+1;Vi of Ui+1. Set i+1; i(u−−; v0;
: : : ; vn)= u−−1;0(v0; : : : ; vn) where 1;0 is the projection map of the compound V.
This completes the inductive denition of Ui; j; i for i6j<!. Let U be the inverse
limit of the trees Ui.
The reader may easily verify that U is indeed a -acceptable @-compound over R.
For Condition (7): Suppose i<! and y2 [Ui+1]. Let z= fungn<! 2 [Ui] be i+1; i(y)
and let x2 [R] be i+1;0(y)= i;0(z). If hii =2@x then certainly @xhii is well-founded.
Otherwise, hii 2@i; 0(u0 ;:::; u2i−1) and so y is a play according to Diagram 8a. The de-
nition of i+1; i in this case is such that
z = u0; : : : ; u2i+1;|1;0(v0; v1; : : :):
Since V is required to be a ~@-compound over Ui(u) (where u= hu0; : : : ; u2i+1i and ~@
is the lift-up of @hii to Ui(u)) we know that ~@1; 0(v0 ;v1 ;:::) is well-founded. Thus @xhii
is well founded, as required.
In playing on the tree U player I has a clear advantage (e.g. play X = ; and win im-
mediately). The compound U itself is therefore not of much use to us. The compounds
we will actually use are I-imposed sub-compounds of U.
Let us say that a function  is an R;@-rejecting function if:
 The domain of  is contained in the set of -acceptable @-compounds over R; and
 For a compound W in dom(), (W) is a valid R;@-rejection of W.
Given an R;@-rejecting function we dene a I-imposed sub-compound T=T(R;@; )
of U.T will consist of the tree T , and the system hTi; j; i j i6j<!i. Again we proceed
by induction on i<!, dening below the trees Ti. (The projection maps j; i are set to
be the restrictions of j; i to Tj.)
We set T0 =U0 =R, as we must.
Assume that Tk has been dened for each k6i. Dene Ti+1 to be the game of
Diagram 8 except that in the rules replace Ui everywhere by Ti, and in round i of
Diagram 8a add the following requirement for player I:
(*) There do not exist a I-imposed sub-compound W of U and some u2i+1 so that
W2 dom(), Wk =Tk for all k6i, and
(W) = i; hu0; : : : ; u2i−1i; hu2i ; X i; u2i+1:
(*) is the only additional rule in the denition. Since (*) is a rule for player I in round
i on the tree Ti+1, it is clear that T is a I-imposed sub-compound of U. The purpose
behind our denition of T is given by the following simple claim:
Claim 5.3. Let  be an R;@-rejecting function and let T represent the compound
T(R;@; ) as dened above. Then T =2 dom().
Proof. Assume for contradiction that T2 dom(). (T) must then have the form
i; hu0; : : : ; u2i−1i; hu2i ; X i; u2i+1 (for some i; u0; : : : ; u2i+1 and X ) and it must then be the
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case that u0; : : : ; u2i−1; hu2i ; X i is a node in Ti+1. But this contradicts the rule (*), since
we can take W=T.
T(R;@; ) therefore represents the part of U which cannot be rejected by .
Denition of e. Fix , a strategy for II in G. We dene the strategy ’() by describ-
ing how it plays against an imaginary player I, constructing below a branch x= fangn<!
of [S] which is according to ’(). For even n we let the imaginary player I pick an,
and ourselves dene an for odd n. Our construction will use  but it will be clear that
to dene an we only need   n. Thus ’()  n depends only on   n.
To begin, let a0 be played by our imaginary opponent. For each a such that ha0; ai 2 S
let Sa= Sha0; ai, let a : Sa! S be the canonical projection, and let a be the lift-up
of  to Sa. Given a with ha0; ai 2 S let a be the Sa;a-rejecting function dened by:
{ A -acceptable a-compound W over Sa belongs to the domain of a just in case
that there exists a collection fWa^ga^2 Sha0i of compounds so that
Wa=W;
ha0; fWa^ga^2 Sha0ii is a legal rst move for I in G; and
 rejects ha0; fWa^ga^2 Sha0ii with the move ha; Rei. 4
{ For W2 dom(a), pick some fWa^ga^2 Sha0i satisfying the above condition, and set
a(W) to be the move i0; t0; b0; c0 which  plays in the rst round of the dispute
game, when I plays ha0; fWa^ga^2 Sha0ii as a rst move in G.
By the rules of the dispute game, i0; t0; b0; c0 above is indeed a valid Sa;a-rejection
of W. Thus a is indeed an Sa;a-rejecting function. Note that the exact values taken
by a depend on our choice of fWa^ga^2 Sha0i for the second condition above. The
particular choices we make are irrelevant to the proof, as long as they satisfy the
above condition.
For a such that ha0; ai 2 S, let Ta be the tree T(Sa;a; a). We start the game G by
playing ~T= fTaga2 Sha0i as a rst move for I. Note that  cannot reject this move:
Suppose for contradiction that  replies with ha1; Rei. Then by the very denition of
a1 we see that Ta12 dom(a1 ), but this contradicts Claim 5.3. Thus  must accept,
playing ha1; Aci.
This completes the rst round of G, and we have constructed already the rst two
co-ordinates a0; a1 of x. To continue the construction of x we would like to lift moves
played by our opponent on the tree Sa1 to moves on the tree Ta1 (or images of this
tree). As in Section 4 we do this by taking advantage of plays against  in which 
rejects. These plays will exist in many dierent models, but will all t together in a
way similar to that used in Section 4.
At the start of round n + 1 on S, before letting our opponent play a2n+2 and then
ourselves dening a2n+3, we shall have:
4 In other words, the \a1 part" of ’s response to ha0; fWa^ga^2 Sha0ii is equal to a.
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(A) Iterates Mn~e for each ~e2ha0 ;:::; a2n+1i of size n or less, and embeddings n~e : V! Mn~e ;
Let En be the set of nodes ~e2ha0 ;:::; a2n+1i which have size n or less. As in Section 4
we shall use Mn and n to refer to Mn; and 
n
;.
(B) The system of iterates constructed shall be directed and we will dene elementary
embeddings n
~e;~f
:Mn~e ! Mn~f for ~e<BK ~f both in En;
(C) In the model Mn we shall have a node tn of length 2n in the tree n(Ta1 ), and
therefore a position ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−tn in n(G), which will be according
to n();
(D) In the model Mn~e for ~e 6= ; we shall have a position Pn~e in n~e(G) which is according
to n~e() and in which II rejects. Note that here (diverging from the notation of





include lh(~e) many rounds in n~e(G) which means that it ends with a move for
player II in the dispute game. Pn~e thus contains a rst move for I in 
n
~e(G), a
rejection by II, and \lh(~e)− 0:5" rounds of the dispute game;
Observe that Pn~e contains enough information to specify the tree S
lh(~e)(Pn~e ) (though of
course not the tree T lh(~e)) and also the map lh(~e)(Pn~e ). Let us use (for ~e 6= ; in En)
Sn~e to denote the tree S
lh(~e)(Pn~e ) and n~e to denote lh(~e)(Pn~e ). Set n~e = n~e(), and let n~e
be an Sn~e ;n~e-rejecting function dened (in the model Mn~e ) by:
{ A n~e -acceptable n~e-compound W over Sn~e belongs to the domain of n~e i there
exist some  and some c so that ; c;W is a legal move for I in the game n~e(G)
following the position Pn~e .
{ For W2 dom(n~e) pick some  and c which satisfy the above condition and let
n~e(W) be the move played by 
n




By the rules of the dispute game, applied inside Mn~e , 
n
~e()’s response to the position
Pn~e−−; h; c;Wi is indeed a valid Sn~e ;n~e-rejection of the compound W. Thus n~e is in-
deed an Sn~e ;n~e-rejecting function. The second condition above leaves us some freedom
in dening the value of n~e(W). Which particular value we pick does not matter, as
long as the above condition is satised.
Let Tn~e be the n~e-compound T(Sn~e ;n~e ; n~e) dened inside the model Mn~e . Inside Mn~e
this is a n~e -acceptable compound over S
n
~e . Observe that 
n
~e is an element of M
n
~e and
so the above denition makes sense. Tn~e then is also an element of M
n
~e . Let T
n
~e be the
inverse limit of the system of trees in the compound Tn~e . Below we use Tn~e ; Sn~e to refer
to the projection map 1;0 of the compound Tn~e . For i<! let T
n
~e; i be the (i + 1)-st
tree of the compound Tn~e and let S
n
~e; i be the ith tree of this compound. Thus each T
n
~e; i








~e . We use Tn~e; i ; Sn~e; i , Tn~e ; T n~e; i , etc. to denote the
projection maps of the compound Tn~e .
For ~e= ;: Set Sn;= Sa1 = n;(Sa1 ), n;=a1 = n;(a1 ), n;= n;(a1 ), and Tn; = n;
(Ta1 ) =T(Sn;;n;; n;). 5 Tn; ; Sn; = n;(Ta1 ; Sa1 ) is equal to the projection map 1;0 of
the compound Tn; . We use T
n
;; i to denote the (i + 1)st tree of the compound T
n
; and
5 This last expression is computed in the model Mn; .
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Sn;; i for the ith tree of this compound. Again Tn;; i ; Sn;; i etc. are the projection maps of
the compound Tn; .
(E) Also in the model Mn~e (for ~e 6= ;) we shall maintain a node tn~e of length 2(n −
size(~e)) in the tree Tn~e ;
(G) Finally, for ~e 6= ; we shall have in the model Mn~e a measure n~e . (Note, this
measure has nothing to do with any measures given by the position Pn~e .)
We shall maintain the following relations between all models, embeddings and po-
sitions constructed:
(1) Commutativity for all possible diagrams of embeddings;
(2) (a) Our position in Mn projects to ha0; : : : ; a2n+1i. More precisely, n(Ta1 ; Sa1 ) ap-
plied to tn is equal to ha2; : : : ; a2n+1i. Thus
n(G;S)(ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;|tn) = ha0; : : : ; a2n+1i;




~e ) = ha0; : : : ; a2m+1i;
(3) crit(n
~e; ~f
)= n~e for ~e <BK ~f both in E
n;






is the ultrapower embedding of the measure n~e ;





~e; i  2i + 2), and




~e; i  2i + 2);




~e; i  2i+2) and that s
n
~e−−; i
is a node in the tree Sn~e; i(s
n
~e; i  2i + 2). We shall in fact maintain (for ~e−−; i2En):
(a) tn~e−−; i is a tail-end of t
n
~e; i and s
n
~e−−; i is a tail-end of s
n
~e; i. Precisely,
{ (tn~e; i  2i + 2)−−tn~e−−; i= tn~e; i and
{ (sn~e; i  2i + 2)−−sn~e−−; i= sn~e; i;
Let ~T
n




~e ), and ~S
n






~e = Tn~e ; Sn~e (t
n
~e ). (This de-







~e; i) where t
n
~e; i= Tn~e ; T n~e; i(t
n
~e ) and s
n
~e; i= Tn~e ; Sn~e; i(t
n
~e ). Dene the projection maps
 ~Tn~e; i ; ~S
n
~e; i
,  ~Tn~e ; ~Tn~e; i , etc. to be the maps induced by Tn~e; i ; Sn~e; i , Tn~e ; T n~e; i , etc.
Condition (6) so far tells us that if ~e−−; i2En then
{ ~T
n





~e−−; i is equal to ~S
n
~e; i,
producing the relations illustrated in Diagram 3. As in Section 4 we shall maintain
nally the condition
(6) (b) The projections of Diagram 3 commute, where on the top line we use the
maps  ~Tn(~e−−; i); j ; ~S
n
(~e−−; i); j
obtained from the compound Tn~e−−; i and on the bottom
line we use the map  ~Tn~e; i ; ~S
n
~e; i
obtained from the compound Tn~e .
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Remark. For n=0 all objects are dened trivially. ; is the only node of size 0 in
Sha0; a1i, M 0 =V , 0 = id and t0 = h i.





~e; i when ~e−−; i2En. Let
D = f~d = hd0; : : : ; dk−1; dki j hd0; : : : ; dk−1i 2 En and dk < !g:
Using Condition (6) we can let ~T
n
~d denote the tree ~T
n
hd0 ;:::; dk−1i; dk for ~d= hd0; : : : ; dk−1;
dki 2D with no fear of ambiguity in the case that ~d2En. As in Section 4 the trees
~T
n
~d; ~d2D, form an inverse limit system (of transnite length which is equal to the
<BK order type of D) which is based on Sa1 (sn) and whose ultimate inverse limit is
n(Ta1 )(tn). As in Section 4, for nodes of length 2 or less most steps in this system
are trivial.











~d have the same nodes of length 62. Furthermore;
the projection map  ~Tn~d; ~S
n
~d
is the identity on nodes of length 62.




~d are equal. Furthermore;













Proof. Identical to the proof of Claim 4.3 in Section 4.
By our simplifying assumption on  there exists exactly one node in ha0 ;:::; a2n+1i of
size n+1. Let ~@ be this node. As in Section 4, let l+1= lh(~@) and let ~f=~@  l. We
have ~@= ~f−−; @l. Clearly ~@2D and ~@ is the only node of size n+1 in D which is in
ha0 ;:::; a2n+1i. By induction on <BK, using Claim 5.4 for the successor step, it follows
that
 ~Sn~@ and ~S
n
;= S
a1 (sn) have the same nodes of length 62. The projection map  ~Sn~@; ~S
n
;
is the identity on nodes of length 62;
 ~Tn;= n(Ta1 )(tn) and ~T
n
~@ have the same nodes of length 62. The projection map
 ~Tn; ; ~Tn~@ is the identity on nodes of length 62.










It is worthwhile elaborating on the actual form of the rst two moves in ~T
n
~@. These




2(n− size(~f))= 2@l). The tree Tn~f is the inverse limit of the compound Tn~f which is
equal toT(Sn~f ;n~f; n~f). Moves on Tn~f are therefore played according to Diagram 8, with
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the rule (*) added. In our particular case i= @l and hii 2 (n~f)sn~f
, since ~@2nha0 ;:::;a2n+1i.
The moves in round @l of Tn~f are therefore conducted according to Diagram 8a. Ui
stands for Sn~f; @l (the tree T@l of the compound T
n
~f




). u0; : : : ; u2i−1 stand for the moves sn~f; @l(0), : : :, s
n
~f; @l
(2@l − 1) on the tree
Sn~f; @l .
As a rst move in round @l of Tn~f I must play a pair hu2@l ; X i so that sn~f; @l−−;
u2@l 2 Sn~f; @l and X 2M
n
~f
is a subset of V
Mn~f
n~f
. hu2@l ; X i must satisfy the rule (*) applied
inside Mn~f with  standing for 
n
~f




; are the same for nodes
of length 62, the above condition on u2@l simply says that ha0; : : : ; a2n+1i−−; u2@l 2 S.
Player II must then play a pair hu2@l+1;Vi which belongs to X . u2@l+1 must be a next
move for II on Sn~f; @l following s
n
~f; @l
−−; u2@l , or equivalently ha0; : : : ; a2n+1i−−; u2@l ; u2@l+1
must be a node in S. V of course is a compound over Sn~f; @l(s
n
~f; @l
−−; u2@l ; u2@l+1) and
its inverse limit denes the tree Tn~f; @l(t
n
~f; @l





~@ are the same for nodes of length 62 the above description of
moves in round @l of Tn~f following t
n
~f
in fact precisely describes the moves in round
n of Tn; following t
n
; and therefore the moves in round n + 1 of 
n(G) following the
position ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−tn. The strategy n() therefore applies and can be used
to produce a move for II. Let  be the induced one-round strategy for II on ~T
n
~@ | or
equivalently the induced strategy for round @l of Tn~f; @l .
 takes as its argument a pair hu2@l ; X i which is a legal rst move for I in ~T
n
~@ |
and hence a legal move for I in n(G) following the position ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−tn
| and replies with the pair hu2@l+1;Vi which n() plays in response to the position
ha0; n( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−tn−−; hu2@l ; X i. Note that ’s reply is a legal move for II and
looking at the description given above for round @l of Tn~f , we conclude that
(u2@l ; X ) 2 X:
 is an element of the model Mn; , which by condition (4) is a nite iterate of the




Basic step: It is time now to start round n + 1 on S. Let a2n+2 be played by our




The action in this round takes place on the compound Tn~f . I has just played a move
on the @lth tree of this compound and our task is to supply a reply for II. At our
disposal we have a strategy  for II in round @l on the (@l + 1)st tree of the com-
pound, namely Tn~f; @l , as well as a rejecting function 
n
~f
(essentially a strategy for II
in the dispute game) so that Tn~f is equal to the tree T(S~fn ;n~f; n~f). Combining the
two we will be able to come up with a reply for II and maintain our inductive condi-
tions.
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Work inside the model Mn~f . Let Y , a subset of V
Mn~f
n~f
, be dened (in the model Mn~f ) by
Y = fhu2@l+1;Vi 2 Vn~f j there does not exist an X Vn~f so that
the pair ha2n+2; X i is a legal move for I in




(a2n+2; X ) = hu2@l+1;Vig:




Claim 5.5. The pair ha2n+2; Y i is not a legal move for I in round @l of Tn~f; @l following
tn~f; @l .
Proof. Otherwise, play ha2n+2; Y i for I in round @l of Tn~f; @l . Let hu2@l+1;Vi be the
response played for II by the strategy . Now (a2n+2; Y )2Y , and so hu2@l+1;Vi
belongs to Y . But this contradicts the denition of Y (take X =Y ).
The pair ha2n+2; Y i satises most of the rules for being a legal move for I in Tn~f; @l
following tn~fl : a2n+2 is a legal move for I in S
n
~f; @l







. The only remaining rule is the rule (*). By Claim 5.5 then (*) must
fail, meaning that (inside Mn~f ):
(y) There does exist a I-imposed sub-compound W of U(Sn~f ;n~f) in the domain of
n~f and some u so that Wk = S
n
~f; k
for all k6@l, and
n~f(W) = @l; s
n
~f;@l
; ha2n+2; Y i; u:
Fix a compound W and a move u which satisfy (y). @l; sn~f; @l ; ha2n+2; Y i; u is a valid




−−; a2n+2. But by (y) W@l = Sn~f; @l . Thus u is a legal move for II on
Sn~f; @l−−; a2n+2, or equivalently u is a legal move for II on S following ha0; : : : ; a2n+2i.
We dene a2n+3 to be equal to u, and let ’() play this move on S. For ~e <BK ~@
in En+1 set:
 Mn+1~e =Mn~e ,
 n+1~d;~e = n~d;~e for ~d <BK ~e both in En+1,
 Pn+1~e =Pn~e , and
 tn+1~e = tn~e−−; a2n+2; a2n+3.
Our task now is to lift a2n+2; a2n+3 to the tree ~T
n
~f , or rather its iterate the tree ~T
n+1
~f .
In doing so we shall use the fact that W belongs to the domain of n~f. Recall that
n~f was dened dierently for
~f= ; and ~f 6= ;. As a result, the construction of Pn+1~@
splits into two slightly dierent cases, depending on whether ~f= ; or not.
Case 1: If ~f 6= ; then the fact that W2 dom(n~f) implies that (in Mn~f) there exist
some  and c so that
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(i) h; c;Wi is a legal move for I in n~f(G) following the position Pn~f (in which II
rejects); and
(ii) n~f()’s response to the position P
n
~f
−−; h; c;Wi is equal to n~f(W), namely to
the quadruplet @l; sn~f; @l; ha2n+2; Y i; a2n+3.
Case 2: If ~f= ; then the fact that W2 dom(n~f) implies that (in Mn~f =Mn) there
exists some ~W= fWaga2 Sha0i so that Wa1 =W;
(i0) ha0; ~Wi is a legal rst move for I in n(G); and
(ii0) n() rejects ha0; ~Wi with ha1; Rei and plays @l; sn~f; @l; ha2n+2; Y i; a2n+3 (which is
a valid rejection of Wa1 =W) as a rst move in the dispute game.
Let us x either  and c which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) above, or ~W which






for ~e <BK ~@ in En+1,
 The denition of Pn+1~@ changes depending on whether or not ~f= ;.
1. If ~f 6= ;: Let Pn+1~@ be a position in n~f(G)= 
n+1
~@
(G) which extends Pn~f by one
round { round lh(~f). In this round of Pn+1~@ I plays h; c;Wi (where ; c satisfy




ha2n+2; Y i; a2n+3.
2. If ~f= ;: Let Pn+1~@ be a position in n(G)= 
n+1
~@
(G) which has exactly one round
{ round lh(~f)= 0. In this round of Pn+1~@ I plays ha0; ~Wi (where ~W satises
conditions (i0) and (ii0) above) as a rst move and II responds according to
n(), rejecting with ha1; Rei and playing @l; sn~f; @l; ha2n+2; Y i; a2n+3 as a rst move
in the dispute game.
 tn+1~@ = ;.
Observe that Pn+1~@ projects to ha0; : : : ; a2n+3i, as required by condition (2b). Our as-
signments so far suce to give values to
{ The tree Sn+1~@ , which is equal to S
n
~f; @
(sn~f; @−−; a2n+2; a2n+3);




{ The Sn+1~@ ;
n+1
~@




applied to one move extensions of the position Pn+1~@ ;






) computed inside Mn+1~@ .
Note that all these objects exist inside the model Mn+1~@ =M
n
~f







-acceptable compound. In particular, Tn+1~@ belongs to V
Mn+1~@
n+1~@ +2
. By our initial
assumption on , and the elementarity of n+1~@ , we know that
Mn+1~@ j= \For every Z  Vn+1~@ +1 there exists a normal;




Z belongs to Ult(Mn+1~@ ; ):"
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We can therefore x the measure n+1~@ 2M
n+1
~@





Our intention of course is to set Mn+1~f = Ult(M
n+1
~@
; n+1~@ ) { as required by condition
(4) { and then nally face our task of lifting the moves a2n+2; a2n+3 from Sn~f; @l=
Sn+1~f; @l
6 to the tree Tn+1~f; @l thereby obtaining t
n+1
~f; @l
. The lifts of a2n+2; a2n+3 must be chosen
so as to make Tn+1~f; @l(t
n+1
~f; @l
) equal to the (already determined) tree Tn+1~@ of the compound
Tn+1~@
.
Claim 5.6. Let V be a n+1~@ -acceptable 
n+1
~@
-compound over Sn+1~@ which belongs






; n+1~@ ) be the ultrapower embedding of the
measure n+1~@ computed using functions in the model M
n+1
~@
and assume further that




Proof. Considering the denition of the rejecting function n+1~@ , it is enough to show
that there exist some measure 0 and some c0 so that 0; c0;V is a legal move for I
in the game n+1~@ (G) following the position P
n+1
~@
. We claim that this is the case, and
that in fact one can take 0= n+1~@ and c
0= ha2n+3;Vi.
Recall that the last move played by II in Pn+1~@ is @l; s
n
~f; @
; ha2n+2; Y i; a2n+3. This move
was played as a rejection of the compound W, opening a new round in the dispute
game of Diagram 2. We must show that the triplet n+1~@ ; ha2n+3;Vi;V is a legal reply
for I in this round of the dispute game (played inside Mn+1~@ ). Let us verify (working
inside Mn+1~@ ) the conditions set in the rules of the dispute game:
For notational convenience below we write 0 for n+1~@ ; t
0 for sn~f; @; i
0 for @l; b0 for
ha2n+2; Y i, and c0 for ha2n+3;Vi.
 Clearly 0 is a measure on n+1~@ . To see that 0(t0)−−; 0(b0); c0 is a node in 0(Wi0+1): We have t0−−; b0 2Wi+1 since
t0= sn~f; @l and b
0= ha2n+2; Y i are the \t and b" part of a valid rejection of W. By
elementarity then 0(t0)−−; 0(b0) is a node in 0(Wi0+1). Now W is a I-imposed
sub-compound of U=U(Sn~f;n~f). By elementarity then 0(W) is a I-imposed sub-
compound of 0(U). It is enough therefore to check that 0(t0)−−; 0(b0); c0 is a node
in 0(U), where c0= ha2n+3;Vi. But this is clearly the case. The two applicable
rules in the denition of Ui0+1 require that 0(t0)−−; 0(a2n+2); a2n+3 2 0(Ui0), which
is true since this node in fact belongs to 0(Wi0), and most importantly that the pair
ha2n+3;Vi= c0 belongs to 0(Y ) (which is the \X part" of b0). This last condition
holds by the hypothesis of our claim.
6 Observe that Sn~f; @l is not moved by 
n+1
~@
as it sits below n+1~@
.
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 It is clear from the denition of the projection maps of the compound U that the
projection of 0(t0)−−; 0(b0); c0 from the tree 0(Wi0+1) to the tree 0(Wi0) is equal
to 0(t0)−−; a2n+2; a2n+3. (Note a2n+2 is not moved by 0.)
 Finally, the tree 0(Wi0+1) following the node 0(t0)−−; 0(b0); c0 is equal by the very
denition of the compoundW to the inverse limit tree of V (since c0= ha2n+3;Vi),
as required.
By Claim 5.3 we know that Tn+1~@ is not in the domain of 
n+1
~@
. As an immediate
corollary to Claim 5.6 we therefore get




Our choice of n+1~@ was such that ha2n+3;T
n+1
~@
i does belong to the ultrapower of Mn+1~@
by n+1~@ . Since it does not belong to 
n+1
~@
(Y ) it must then belong to the complement
of this set in the ultrapower. Precisely,




Remark. This delicate point is to some extent the crux of the entire proof. Note that
here (and only here) we at last use the assumption that there are enough measures on
 to allow picking n+1~@ in such a way that T
n+1
~@




Recall the denition of Y . V
Mn+1~@
n+1~@
−Y , the complement of Y inside Mn+1~@ , is basically
equal to the range of the strategy . Thus using the elementarity of n+1~@ we conclude




There does exist an X Vn+1~@ (n+1~@ ) so that the pair ha2n+2; X i
7 is a legal move
for I in n+1~@ (T
n
~f; @l
) following the node n+1~@ (t
n
~f; @l
) and so that n+1~@ ()(a2n+2; X )
= ha2n+3;Tn+1~@ i.
Fix X 2 Ult(Mn+1~@ ; 
n+1
~@
) which satises the above condition. For ~e>BK ~f in En+1
set:










 ). By Condition (4) V
Mn~e

belongs to Mn~f =M
n+1
~@
and so n+1~@ (V
Mn~e
 ) makes sense.




~d>BK~f; n+1~@;~f = 
n+1
~@
, and n+1~d;~e for
~d6BK~@ is obtained by com-
position. For ~d>BK~f; n+1~@ (
n
~d;~e
) makes sense since by Condition (4) n~d;~f  V
Mn~d

belongs to Mn~f for any ordinal .
 Pn+1~e = n+1~@ (Pn~e ), and




This completes the construction of items (A){(E) and (G) in round n+ 1. For (E),
note that n+1~@ (t
n
~f
)−−; ha2n+2; X i; ha2n+3;Tn+1~@ i is, by our choice of X , a node in the tree
7 Note that a2n+2 is not moved by n+1~@
.








Now for ~e >BK ~f we know from Claim 5.4 that Tn~e (t
n
~e ) and T
n
~f
(tn~f) are the same for
nodes of length 62. It follows that n+1~@ (t
n
~e )−−; ha2n+2; X i; ha2n+3;Tn+1~@ i is a node in




~e for each ~e>~f in E
n+1, as required.
For ~e= ; in particular tn+1 = n+1~@ (tn)−−; ha2n+2; X i; ha2n+3;T
n+1
~@
i is a node in Tn+1
= n+1~@ (T
n). Now ha2n+2; X i; ha2n+3;Tn+1~@ i represents round @l in 
n+1
~@
(Tn~f; @l) and it
is a round which is played according to the strategy n+1~@ ().  was dened as the
strategy for round @l which is induced by n(). n+1~@ () then is the strategy induced by
n+1~@ (
n()). Now n()= n~f;;(
n
~f
()) and n~f;;; 
n
~f




Applying n+1~@ to these objects yields
n+1~@ (













 n+1~@ ()) = 
n+1
; ():
Thus n+1~@ () is the strategy for round @l of T
n+1
~f; @l
which is induced by n+1(). The
position ha0; n+1( ~T)i; ha1; Aci;−−tn+1 is therefore according to n+1(), as required
by item (C).
The reader may easily verify that conditions (1){(4) continue to hold for n+1. Let
us here verify Conditions (5) and (6).
Sub-claim 5.7. Let ~e= ~f and i= @l; so that ~e−−; i=~@2En+1. Then conditions (5)
and (6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.
Proof. Let us begin with the two items of condition (5).
{ Tn+1~e−−;i in this case is the tree T
n+1
~@











)−−; ha2n+2; X i; ha2n+3;Tn+1~@ i. (Note that t
n+1
~e;i  2i+2= t
n+1
~e;i since in
our case this node’s length is 2i + 2.)
The last move in tn+1~f; @l
{ the one corresponding to V of Diagram 8a { is therefore
the compound Tn+1~@ . Looking at the denition of T
n
~f; @l
(which is played according
to Diagram 8a) it is now clear that Tn+1~f; @l
(tn+1~f; @l
)=Tn+1~@ .
{ Sn+1~e−−;i in this case is the tree S
n+1
~@















Sn+1~f;i is the tree 
n+1
~@
(Sn~f; @l) and s
n+1
~f;i




is equal to n+1~@ (s
n
~f;i
)−−; a2n+2; a2n+3. Thus Sn+1~f;i (s
n+1
~f;i
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~f; @l is an element of V
Mn~f
n~f




(sn+1~f;i ) as required.
Condition (6a) is trivial in this case, since tn+1~@ = ;. Condition (6b) follows from
the above proof for the two items of condition (5), together with the fact that in the
denition of the compound U, the projection maps from Ui+1(u) to Ui(u) are obtained
from the projection maps of the compound V played by II (see Diagram 8a). In our
case it means that the projection maps from Tn+1~f; @l
(tn+1~f; @l
) to Sn+1~f; @l
(sn+1~f; @l
) are obtained
from the projection maps of the compound Tn+1~@ . Condition (6b) follows.
Sub-claim 5.8. Let ~e2En+1 and i < ! be such that ~e−−; i2En+1. Assume further
that ~e <BK ~f. Then conditions (5) and (6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.
Proof. Identical to the proof of Sub-claim 4.5 in Section 4.
Sub-claim 5.9. Let ~e2En+1 and i < ! be such that ~e−−; i2En+1. Assume further
that ~e−−; i>BK ~f. Then conditions (5) and (6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Sub-claim 4.6 in Section 4.
Sub-claim 5.10. Let ~e2En+1 and i < ! be such that ~e−−; i2En+1. Assume further
that ~e−−; i <BK ~@ and ~e>BK~f. Then conditions (5) and (6) for n+ 1 hold at ~e; i.
Proof. Identical to the proof of Sub-claim 4.7 in Section 4, just replacing  by n+1~@ .
Sub-claims 5.7{5.10 together exhaust all possible cases, proving that conditions (5)
and (6) continue to hold for n+1. This completes the inductive step thereby producing
the typical play x= fangn<! 2 [S] according to ’(). Dening a1 required knowledge
of ’s actions in the rst round of G (we needed ’s rejections to dene ~T, and
then ’s response to this move). In general dening a2n+3 required knowledge of ’s
actions in round n + 1 of plays which  accepts (needed to dene ) as well as ’s
actions in round lh(~@) of plays which  rejects, where ~@2x has size n+ 1, and its
length therefore is at most n+1 (needed to dene n+1~@ ). It follows that ’()  2n+1
depends only on   2n+ 1.
In round n+ 1 we have in fact also dened
(F) An embedding n;n+1~e :M
n
~e ! Mn+1~e for ~e2En.
This embedding is the identity for ~e <BK ~@ and for ~e>BK ~f it is the embedding
induced by n+1~@ :M
n
~f
! Mn+1~f . Clearly we maintained the following condition:
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(7) Let ~@n denote the only node in En+1 which has size precisely n+1. Say ~@n= h@n0;
: : : ; @nlni where lh(~@n)= ln + 1. Let ~fn=~@n  ln. Then both diagrams in Diagram
4 commute, where for the right-hand-side diagram ~d <BK ~e are both in En.
Furthermore
(a) For ~e 6= ; in En, the position Pn+1~e is equal to n;n+1~e (Pn~e );
(b) For any ~e2En, the node tn+1~e extends n;n+1~e (tn~e );




Verication of Lemma 5.1: To complete the proof of Lemma 5.1 it remains to show
that for x2 [S] which is according to ’() there exists an iterate M of V with iteration
embedding  : V ! M , and P an innite play of (G) according to (), so that
(G;S)(P)= x.
The proof of this is identical to the proof given in Section 4, except for two small
changes. First ~d should be set equal to 
n;1
~d
(n~d), for all=any large enough n, since
Condition (4) in Section 5 uses the measure n~e rather than lh(~e−1)(P
n
~e ). Secondly, in





since in our notation for Section 5 Pn~e already includes moves in the rst round of
n~e(G). The reader may wish to return to the \vercation of Lemma 4:1" and verify
that the proof given there applies here with the two changes mentioned above.
6. Unraveling countably many 11 sets
In Sections 3{5 we saw how to construct a cover which unravels a single 11 set.
For the applications however it is necessary to obtain a single cover which unravels
all the sets in a given collection of countably many 11 sets. In this section we shall
show how to construct such a cover. We work again with a xed tree S, and a xed
cardinal  so that S 2V and for all Z V+1 there exists a measure  on  so that
Z 2 Ult(V; ).
Theorem 6.1. Let Ak; k < ! be a countable collection of 11 subsets of [S]. Then
there is a single tree G based on S such that
 G satises Lemmas 4:1 and 5:1; and so in particular G is a cover of S
 For each k < !; −1G;S(Ak) is clopen; and so G unravels each Ak
 G is a tree on V+2.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 6.1. For k < ! x
k , a Lipschitz map which associates to each x2 [S] a tree k;x on ! so that
x 2 Ak ,k;x is well-founded:
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Our strategy is to concoct from the maps k a single map  in such a way that the
tree G which Section 3 denes for  satises the requirements of the theorem. We
shall prove
Lemma 6.2. There exists a Lipschitz map @ assigning to each x2 [S] a tree @x on !
so that @x is ill-founded for all x2 [S] and; most importantly; for x2 [S] and k < !;
whether or not x2Ak depends continuously on the left-most innite branch through
@x. To be precise; there is a continuous map k :!! ! f0; 1g so that for any x2 [S];
letting I be the left-most innite branch through @x we have I 2 dom(k) and
x 2 Ak , k(I) = 1:
@ itself suces to unravel all the sets Ak , but we shall take the extra step and prove
Lemma 6.3. There exists a Lipschitz map  assigning to each x2 [S] a tree x on !
which satises Lemma 6:2; and in addition to that satises the simplifying assumption
of Sections 4 and 5.
Given Lemma 6.3 it is easy to prove Theorem 6.1. Let G be the game dened for
 (as given by Lemma 6.3) in Section 3. The rst and third conditions of Theorem
6.1 are then satised: G is a tree on V+2 and satises Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1 (this after
all is precisely what we proved in Sections 4 and 5).
For the second condition, note that the maps k naturally lift to act continuously
on plays of G in which II rejects. Specically, for a play P as presented in Di-
agram 2 let k(P)= k(i0; i1; i2; : : :). By Lemma 3.5 we know that hi0; i1; : : :i is the
left-most innite branch through G; S (P) and so by Lemma 6.3 k(P) is dened (that
is hi0; i1; : : :i 2 dom(k)) and
G;S(P) 2 Ak , k(P) = 1:
Now x is ill-founded for all x2 [S] and so there are no innite plays of G in which
II accepts. Thus −1G;S(Ak) is precisely equal to the k -pre-image of f1g. Since k is
continuous this set is clopen, yielding the second condition of Theorem 6.1.
The key to Theorem 6.1 is proving Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. Let us begin with Lemma
6.2. Without loss of generality, assume that innitely many of the sets Ak are empty.
(This can always be arranged simply by adding more sets to the list.) Before we begin,
let us x a bijection p q!<! $ ! assigning a natural number to each nite sequence
of natural numbers. If e= pj0; : : : ; jl−1q we use e(m) to denote jm for m<l and use
lh(e) to denote l.
Working with a xed x2 [S], we describe below the rules which must be satised
by an innite branch I of @x. It will be clear that these rules depend continuously on
x, so that in fact our description naturally denes the map @.
Say I = hk0; e0; k1; e1; k2; e2; : : :i: I is a branch through @x just in case that it satises
the rules:
1. hkn j n<!i, the \even half " of I , is a strictly increasing sequence;
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2. For each n<!; lh(en)= n+ 1; and
3. For m6n; hem(m); em+1(m); : : : ; en(m)i is a node in km; x.
I thus divides into two halves. The even half lists in increasing order a sub-family of
the collection fAkgk<!. The odd half then demonstrates that x does not belong to any
of the sets in this sub-family, by providing an innite branch of km; x for each m. As
promised, the dependence of the above rules on x is continuous (x only appears in Con-
dition (3), which requires knowledge only of the rst supf2sizehem(m); : : : ; en(m)i jm
6ng digits of x). Any reasonable choice of the bijection p q will make x 7!@x a
Lipschitz map.
The following claims list some immediate properties of the map @.
Claim 6.4. Let x2 [S] and assume that hk0; e0; k1; e1; : : :i is an innite branch through
@x. Then for each m<!; x 62Akm .
Proof. By Condition (3); hem(m); em+1(m); em+2(m); : : :i is an innite branch through
km; x, so km; x is ill-founded as needed.
The proof of Claim 6.4 in fact shows the following claim to be true.
Claim 6.5. Let x2 [S] and assume that hk0; e0; k1; e1; : : :i is an innite branch through
@x. Then the tree km; xhem(m); : : : ; el(m)i is ill-founded for each l<! and each m6l.
Claim 6.6. Let x2 [S]. Fix an increasing sequence hkn j n<!i of natural numbers.
Assume that for each n<!; x does not belong to Akn . Then there exists a sequence
hen j n<!i such that hk0; e0; k1; e1; : : :i is an innite branch through @x.
Proof. The claim is immediate. By assumption x 62Akn and so there exists an innite
branch hin0 ; in1 ; in2 : : :i through kn; x. Let en= pi0n; i1n−1; : : : ; in0q.
Corollary 6.7. For each x2 [S]; @x is ill-founded.
Proof. Here we use the assumption that for innitely many k<!, Ak is empty. Let
hkn j n<!i be an increasing enumeration of those k’s for which Ak = ;. By Claim 6.6
there exists hen j n<!i such that hk0; e0; k1; e1; : : :i is an innite branch through @x.
Thus @x is ill-founded.
We shall need the following slight improvement of Claim 6.6.
Claim 6.8. Let x2 [S]. Fix an increasing sequence hkn j n<!i of natural numbers.
Assume that for each n<!; x does not belong to Akn . Let l<! and x further
numbers e0; : : : ; el so that for each m6l the tree km; xhem(m); : : : ; el(m)i is ill-founded.
Then there exists a sequence hen j l<n<!i such that hk0; e0; k1; e1; : : :i is an innite
branch through @x.
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Proof. Same as before, just choose hin0 ; in1 ; : : :i so that hin0 ; : : : ; inl−ni= hen(n); : : : ; el(n)i
for n6l.
We dene the functions k for k<! by
k(k0; e0; k1; e1; : : :) =

0 if there exists n such that kn = k;
1 otherwise:
The fact that hkn j n<!i is increasing implies that k is continuous. Indeed, k(k0; e0; : : :)
is equal to 0 i there exists n6k such that kn= k.
We are now nearly done proving Lemma 6.2. Fix x2 [S]. By Claim 6:7 we know
that @x is ill-founded. Let I = hk0; e0; k1; e1; : : :i be the left-most innite branch through
@x. Fix k<!. By Claim 6.4 we know that
k(I) = 0 ) x =2 Ak:
The next claim shows that
k(I) = 1 ) x 2 Ak:
thereby completing the proof of Lemma 6.2.
Claim 6.9. Let x2 [S] and let I = hk0; e0; : : :i be the left-most innite branch through
@x. Fix k<! so that k 62 fk0; k1; k2; : : :g. Then k; x is well-founded.
Proof. Assume otherwise. Since hk0; k1; : : :i is increasing, there exists a unique l<!
so that kl<k<kl+1.
We derive a contradiction by showing that I is not the left most innite branch
through @x. Specically, we show that the tree @xhk0; e0; : : : ; kl; el; ki is ill-founded.
Since k<kl+1 this is a contradiction.
Let hk 0n j n<!i be the sequence hk0; : : : ; kl; k; kl+1; kl+2; : : :i. By Claim 6.4 and our
assumption that x 62Ak we know that for each n; x does not belong to Ak0n . By Claim 6.5
we know further that for each m6l the tree km; xhem(m); em+1(m); : : : ; el(m)i is ill-
founded. We are therefore in a position to apply Claim 6.8 and conclude that there
exists a sequence he0l+1; e0l+2; : : :i such that hk0; e0; : : : ; kl; el; k; e0l+1; k 0l+2; e0l+2; : : :i is an
innite branch through @x.
This yields the proof of Claim 6.9 and hence that of Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.3 can now be proved by converting @ into a map  which satises the
simplifying assumptions of Sections 4 and 5. Let h~en j n<!i enumerate all elements
of !<! in such a way that
 size(~en)6n for each n<!,
 if ~d is an initial segment of ~f then ~d is enumerated before ~f, and
 for any ~d2!<! and any i<j; ~d|; i is enumerated before ~d|; j.
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Dene a function F : !<!!!<! which satises the conditions:
1. F preserves the tree order on !<!. Specically, ~d is an initial segment of ~f i
F(~d) is an initial segment of F(~f) for ~d; ~f2!<!. Moreover, lh(F(~d))= lh(~d)
for ~d2!<!;
2. F preserves the <BK order on !<!; and
3. For each n<!, the size of F(~en) is precisely n.
We dene F by induction on the enumeration h~en j n<!i. Clearly ~e0 = ; and we set
F(;)= ;. Assume next that F(~e0); : : : ; F(~en) have been dened, and satisfy conditions
(1){(3). Let ~d=~en+1  (lh(~en+1)− 1). Fix j<! so that ~en+1 =~d|; j.
Case 1: If j=0, set F(~en+1)=F(~d)|; l where l= n− size(F(~d)).
Case 2: If j 6=0, let i= j−1 and x m so that ~em=~d|; i. Then m6n so that F(~em)
has been dened already, is equal to F(~d)|; k for some k<!, and has size m6n. It
follows in particular that k<n− size(F(~d)). Again we set F(~en+1)=F(~d)|; l where
l= n− size(F(~d)). The fact that k<l shows that F preserves the <BK order.
This completes the inductive denition of F . The reader may easily verify that F
satises Conditions (1){(3).
Working with a xed x2 [S] we next dene the tree x. As always it will be clear
that our denition depends continuously on x and that in fact we dene a Lipschitz
map x 7!x. We dene x to include exactly the node ; and all the nodes of the form
~fxn =

0;|F(~en) if ~en 2@x;
hni otherwise
for n<!. The node ~fxn has size precisely n+ 1 and so x contains exactly one node
of size n for each n<!. The map  therefore satises the simplifying assumption of
Sections 4 and 5.
The reader may easily verify that for x2 [S]:
 x is ill-founded i @x is ill-founded.
 I is an innite branch through @x i 0;|F(I) is an innite branch through x.
 If I is the left-most innite branch through @x then 0;|F(I) is the left-most innite
branch through x.
Verication of the last item uses the fact that F preserves the <BK order.
It is now clear that  satises the requirements of Lemma 6.3. The functions 0k
witnessing this can simply be dened by 0k = k  H where H is the function which
sends a node 0;|F(~en) to ~en, and k are the functions witnessing that @ satises
Lemma 6.2.
7. Operation A
Let fBugu2!<! be a countable collection of subsets of [S], indexed by nodes u2!<!.
The set ABu is dened to be
fx 2 [S] j 9f 2 !!; 8n < !; x 2 Bfng:
A is known as the Suslin operation.
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The results of the previous sections can be used to prove, from optimal large cardinal
assumptions, the determinacy of games with A11 payo. The proof essentially notes
that once all relevant 11 sets have been unraveled, the pre-image of an A
1
1 becomes
a 11 subset of the cover tree. One can then use indiscernibles for the cover tree to
prove that the game for the pre-image is determined, and use the properties of a cover
to conclude that the original A11 game is determined.
Theorem 7.1. Let N =L(VN+2) be a class inner model which satises o()= 
++.
Assume that N is iterable and that there are indiscernibles for N . Let S 2VN be a
tree and fBugu2!<! 2N a countable collection of 11 subsets of [S]. Note that each
Bu extends naturally to a 11 subset of [S] in V.
Then in V the game GS(ABu) is determined.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that N satises the assumption ().
(If not we may replace N with a Mitchell model which satises o()= ++, and
therefore also satises ().) Work inside N , and apply Theorem 6.1 to obtain a cover
G of S which unravels all the sets Bu; u2!<!. For each u2!<! let IuG include
precisely those nodes p2G such that
fP 2 [G] jP extends pg −1G; S(Bu)
and let OuG include precisely those nodes p2G such that
fP 2 [G] jP extends pg:−1G; S(Bu)
where in both cases these denitions are made inside N . The following claim shows
that Iu and Ou are also relevant for plays P which are not in N .
Claim 7.2. Let M be an iterate of N; and let  : N!M be the iteration embedding.
Assume that crit()=  and so S is not moved by . Let P 2V be an innite branch
through (G). Then
(1) (G;S)(P)2Bu i there exists m<! such that P m2 (Iu); and
(2) (G;S)(P) 62Bu i there exists m<! such that P m2 (Ou).
In particular there must exist m such that P  m2 (Iu)[ (Ou).
Proof. This is a simple matter of absoluteness. The tree of attempts to build a branch
P through (G) which violates (1) or (2) above belongs to the model M . Thus if there
is in V a P which violates these conditions, such P must exist also in M . But then
the existence of such P can be pulled back to N using the elementarity of , and this
contradicts the denitions of Iu and Ou, and the fact that −1G;S(Bu) is clopen.
Let A [G] be the pre-image under G;S of ABu. Note that A is a 11 subset of G,
and let P 7!P witness this. P is essentially the tree of attempts to construct f; g2!!
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so that for all n<!, P  g(n)2 Ifn. (The dependence of P on P is continuous and
can easily be made Lipschitz.) Note that the map p 7!p; p2G, belongs to N .
Working in N , dene ~G to be the game in which the two players collaborate to
produce P 2 [G], and in addition to that player II is attempting to embed the <BK
order on P into the ordinals. Precisely, let ~en enumerate !<!. In round n of ~G
player I plays P2n. Player II then plays P2n+1 and in addition to that, if ~en 2P2n, II
plays an ordinal n>. We require that P= fPngn<! forms a branch through G and
that for n; m<!; n6m i ~en6BK~em. The rst player to violate these rules loses, and
innite runs of the game are won by II.
~G is a closed game dened in N . The game is therefore determined, and a winning
strategy ~ exists in N .
Case 1: Suppose ~ is a winning strategy for player I. Let , a strategy for I in G,
be obtained from ~ by ascribing N -indiscernibles (in the correct order) as the ordinal
moves for player II. Of course  does not belong to N , but for each n<!;   n does
belong to N since it is denable from n indiscernibles. We are therefore in a position
to apply Lemma 4.1. Let ’ be the map dened in Lemma 4.1. We claim that in V,
’() is a winning strategy for I in the game GS(ABu).
Indeed, let x2 [S] be a play according to ’(). (Note that x need not be an element
of N .) By Lemma 4.1 there exists an iterate M of N , an iteration embedding  : N!M ,
and some P 2 [(G)], an innite play according to (), so that (G;S)(P)= x.
Using the well-foundedness of M , it is easy to see that  must send N -indiscernibles
to M -indiscernibles. Thus () is the strategy obtained from ( ~) by ascribing M -
indiscernibles as the ordinal moves for player II. It follows that ()P must be ill-
founded, for otherwise the play P which is according to () would enlarge to a play
P;~2 ( ~G) which is according to ( ~), but this is impossible since there are no innite
plays according to ( ~). (Here again we use the well-foundedness of M .)
Fix then f; g2!! which form an innite branch through ()P . Applying Claim
7.2 we see that x2Bfn for all n<! and so x2ABu, as required.
Case 2: Suppose ~ is a winning strategy for player II. ~ induces a strategy  for
II in G, which simply follows ~ on G and ignores the ordinals played by ~. Let ’
be the map given by Lemma 5.1. We claim that ’() is a winning strategy for II in
the game GS(ABu). Indeed, let x2 [S] be a play according to ’() which exists in
V, but not necessarily in N . Then by Lemma 5.1 there exists an iterate M of N with
iteration embedding  : N!M , and some P 2 [(G)] so that P is according to () and
(G;S)(P)= x. Since P is according to () it enlarges to a play P;~2 [( ~G)] which
is according to ( ~). Since M is well-founded (by our iterability assumption on N )
it follows that ()P is well-founded. Applying Claim 7.2 we may now conclude that
x 62ABu, as required.
In Case 1 we concluded that GS(ABu) is won by I, and in Case 2 we concluded that
GS(ABu) is won by II. Since one of these cases must hold it follows that GS(ABu)
is determined.
As an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 7.1 we obtain the following
correctness result:
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Corollary 7.3. Let N and S satisfy that assumptions of Theorem 7:1. Let C be an
A11 subset of [S] in N . Then N j= \II wins the game GS(C)" i V j= \II wins the
game GS(C)".
Thus N is (:A11) correct.
Proof. The implication left-to-right is simply Shoeneld absoluteness (a winning strat-
egy in N for GS(C) also wins against all plays in V). For the implication right-to-left:
Note that in the proof of Theorem 7.1 Case 2 must hold (for otherwise I wins the
game GS(C) in V) and in Case 2 the strategy  belongs to N , and so ’() belongs
to N .
With regard to A11 statements: Those reect from N to V (simply by Shoeneld
absoluteness) but need not in general reect from V to N . A counterexample can be
obtained by letting N be the minimal inner model which satises the assumptions of
Theorem 7.1 with S =!<!. By [10] N does not satisfy A11 determinacy. But by
Theorem 7.1 the existence of N is enough to prove A11 determinacy in V. There
must therefore be an A11 game which is determined in V but not determined in N .
By Corollary 7.3 this game must (in V) be won by player I, and so we obtain a A11
statement which holds in V but does not hold in N .
Except for a few trivialities, it is not clear at the moment how to unravel sets
in pointclasses beyond 11. In particular it is not known how to unravel 
1
2 sets.
The trivialities mentioned above are the few small steps which we can make on the
hierarchy of denability towards 12. For example,
Theorem 7.4. For a tree S and A [S]; say that A can be fully unraveled if for every
tree T which is based on S; and for every l<!; there exists a cover ~T of T which
unravels −1T; S(A); so that T and ~T have the same nodes of length 2l or less; and so
that  ~T ; T is the identity on nodes of length 2l or less.
8
Assume that (in V) there exists a proper class of cardinals  which satisfy ().
Then the collection of sets which can be fully unraveled is closed under operation A.
Proof. The proof is immediate. Let S be a tree and ABu a subset of [S] where each
Bu can be fully unraveled. Successively unraveling each Bu build a cover T of S which
unravels them all simultaneously (see [3, Lemma 4]). Then −1T; S(ABu) is a 
1
1 subset
of [T ] and can be unraveled itself, using a cardinal  so that T 2V and () holds.
The reader may easily extend this argument to show that ABu can be fully unraveled.
Theorem 7.5. Assume that for each <!1 there exists an iterable model N which
satises \there exists an increasing sequence of cardinals fg< so that () holds
for each ".
Then C-sets determinacy holds.
8 In the terminology of [3]; ~T is then part of a 2l-covering of T .
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Proof. Recall that the C-sets form the smallest  algebra closed under operation A.
Combine the proofs of Theorems 7.4 and 7.1.
There are a few more small steps towards 12 which can be made using our main
result, but we leave those to the reader’s imagination.
8. Optimization
The results of Section 6 together with Martin’s propagation of coverings along the
Borel hierarchy (in [3]) allow the unraveling of all sets in the -algebra generated by





can be unraveled using a tree on V+1++1. 9 Results of Steel in [10] suggest that this
is not optimal, and that one should be able to unravel 0(
1
1) sets using a tree on
V++1 rather than V+1++1. In this section we present a way to combine the results
of Section 6 with a construction similar to that of [3] so as to obtain the optimal result
suggested by [10].
Theorem 8.1. Let  satisfy the large cardinal assumption (); let S 2V be a tree;
and assume that fBlgl<! is a collection of subsets of [S] which belong to 01(11).
Then there exists a covering ~G; ;  which unravels every Bl; and so that ~G is a tree
on V+2.





Let fAkgk<! include all the sets Aln, and let  be the map which Lemma 6.3 constructs
for fAkgk<!. Let G be the tree dened in Section 3, and G;S the projection map
dened in Section 3.
For each k<! we know that −1G;S(Ak) [G] is clopen. Thus −1G;S(Bl) is closed
for each l<!. Ref. [3] demonstrates how one can construct a covering of G which
unravels all the sets in f−1G;S(Bl)gl<!. However the covering constructed in [3] will be
a tree on V+3, as G itself is a tree on V+2. To prove Theorem 8.1 we need a slight
modication of the construction of [3]. The key fact which makes this modication
possible is the following:
Lemma 8.2. For a position p2G of length 2n in which II rejects; 10 let
h(p) = hG; S(p);






1) are dened to parallel the Borel hierarchy, but starting with nite
Boolean combinations of 11 sets instead of basic open neighborhoods. A precise denition can be found in
[10, p. 121].
10 p therefore ends with a move for II in round n of the dispute game of Diagram 2.
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Sn; Sn; S ;
T nin(tn|; bn); Tnin (tn|; bn); Sn
;





(in; tn; bn; cn is the last move in p and Sn; T nin ; T
n
in+1; Tnin (tn−− ; bn); Sn
; and
Tnin+1(tn−− ;bn);T nin (tn−− ; bn)
are the respective objects dened for the position p in
Section 3.)
Assume that p;p 2G are two positions of length 2n in which II rejects; and that
h(p)= h(p). Then G(p)=G(p). Furthermore; h(p−−q)= h(p−−q) for
q2G(p)=G(p) of even length.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is immediate. Scrutiny of the denition of G given
in Section 3 shows that the information contained in h(p) is sucient to determine
Sn+1 and Sn+1 ; S , as well as which moves cn; n;Tn+1 are legal for I in round n of the
dispute game following p. The rules governing future rounds of the game (as well as
the denition of h for future positions) depend solely on Sn+1, Sn+1 ; S , and Tn+1.
The point in Lemma 8.2 is that while the full position p involves elements of V+2,
h(p) can be coded as a subset of V, and hence an element of V+1. The format of
the game G following the position p therefore depends not on the whole of p but
only on a part of p which is an element of V+1. We shall take advantage of this fact
in proving Theorem 8.1.
We begin by presenting the appropriate variation of the construction of [3]. Below
we work with a tree T , which later we shall take to be the tree of positions in the
dispute game, as presented in Diagram 2. Of course the rst player to move in the
dispute game is II, and so the rst player to move in T is II. To avoid confusion we
shall regard T as giving rise to a game between the players F (who moves rst) and
S (who moves second). Later on when we return to the main proof, F will represent
player II and S will represent player I.
Denition 8.3. A function h is called an l-compressing function for T (for l6!) just
in case that
h is dened on nodes of odd length greater than 2l in T and range(h)
V+1. For p;p 2T both of the same odd length greater than 2l, if p  2l=
p  2l and h(p)= h(p) then T (p)=T (p), and h(p−−q)= h(p−−q)
for q2T (p)=T (p).
We allow the case l=! for future notational convenience, though of course in this
case h is simply empty. For P; P 2 [T ] two innite branches through T , we say that
P and P are h; l-twins if P  2l=P  2l and h(P  2m + 1)= h(P  2m + 1) for all
l6m<!. For p;p 2T two nodes of the same odd length 2n + 1 we say that p
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and p are h; l-twins if p  2l=p  2l and h(p  2m + 1)= h(p  2m + 1) for all
l6m6n.
Denition 8.4. Let T be a tree, l6!, and h an l-compressing function for T . A
demi-covering of T; h; l is a tuple ~T ; ~h; ~l; ; ’ so that
(1) ~T is a tree;
(2)  : [ ~T ]! [T ];
(3) ~l6!, ~h is an ~l-compressing function for ~T , and for ~P; ~P 2 [ ~T ], if ~P and ~P are
~h; ~l-twins then ( ~P) and ( ~P) are h; l-twins;
(4) ’ : Strat( ~T )! Strat(T ) and each ’( ~) is a strategy for the same player as ~;
(5) If P 2 [T ] is a play according to ’( ~) then there exists a play ~P 2 [ ~T ] according
to ~ so that P and ( ~P) are h; l-twins.
Note the dierence between a covering and a demi-covering. For a demi-covering,
Condition (5) states only that P and ( ~P) are twins, not that they are equal. A
demi-covering of T is said to unravel C [T ] if −1(C) is a clopen subset of [ ~T ].
Denition 8.5. A demi-covering ~T ; ~h; ~l; ; ’ is an l-demi-covering if
(a)  is a Lipschitz embedding (and is therefore induced by a map  : ~T!T );
(b) If ~p; ~p 2 ~T are ~h; ~l-twins then ( ~p) and ( ~p) are h; l-twins;
(c) ’( ~)  n depends only on ~  n;
(d) ~T and T are the same for nodes of length 2l or less and  restricted to nodes of
length 2l or less is the identity.
Remark. Condition (b) is a continuous version of the last part of condition (3).
Lemma 8.6. Let T be a tree on V+2; l<! and let h be an l-compressing function
for T . Suppose C [T ] is closed. Then there is an l-demi-covering ~T ; ~h; ~l= l+1; ; ’
of T; h; l which unravels C and so that ~T is a tree on V+2.
Proof. We intend to follow the proof of [3, Lemma 3], with k =2l. We make several
modications explained below. The main one involves our use of the compressing
function. There are two additional modications which simplify the proof. First, S is
not required to play a tree when accepting. S must instead commit to remaining in the
closed set, and will \lose" the game if she does not. This is in the spirit of Martin’s
original proof of Borel determinacy. Secondly, we allow trees with terminal nodes.
This is in the spirit of the proof of Borel determinacy given in [8].
Moves in the tree ~T which Martin denes in [3, Lemma 3] are for the most part
moves on T (hence in our case elements of V+2). The only exception is round l, in
which the players play sub-trees of T . Those sub-trees are of course elements of V+3
in our case, and so to prove Lemma 8.6 we must nd a replacement for those moves.
Let ha0; : : : ; a2li 2T and suppose that TF is a F-imposed sub-tree of T with a stem
ha0; : : : ; a2li. We say that TF is h; l-blind, or simply blind, if for any two nodes p;p 2T
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of the same odd length,
p and p are h; l-twins) [p 2 TF , p 2 TF]:
TF is then coded as an element of V+2: Its stem ha0; : : : ; a2li, and the collection of all
tuples hh(p  2l+ 1); h(p  2l+ 3); : : : ; h(p)i for p2TF of odd length greater than 2l,
codes the full tree TF. Note that each of the above tuples is an element of V+1, and
so their collection is an element of V+2.
We dene ~T to be the tree of legal positions in the game ~T which is played as
follows:
Diagram 9. a. The game ~T when S accepts (top) and b. The game ~T when S rejects (bottom).
The rst 2l moves are simply played on T . In round l, F begins by playing a move a2l
on T , and in addition to that a blind F-imposed sub-tree TF of T with stem ha0; : : : ; a2li.
S then has two options. She can accept, in which case the two players continue by
playing on the tree TF, with the additional restriction that if ever a position is reached
which is in the complement of C, then S loses. More precisely, any node ha0; : : : ; a2ni
for which the set
Nha0 ;:::;a2ni = fP 2 [T ] jP  2n+ 1 = ha0; : : : ; a2ni and P 2 Cg
is empty, is a terminal node in ~T . Alternatively, S may reject. To do this she must
play a tuple q= ha2l+1; : : : ; a2ji for some j>l, so that ha0; : : : ; a2ji 2TF and the set
Nha0 ;:::;a2ji is empty. (We say in this case that S rejected with the node a0; : : : ; a2l;−−q.)
For the rest of the game (this includes the move a2j+1) the players simply play on
T ha0; : : : ; a2l;−−qi.
The map  : ~T!T is dened to be the obvious projection. ~h is dened to be the
liftup of h via . Precisely,
 If S accepts, then ~h(a0; : : : ; ha2l; TFi; : : : ; a2n)= h(a0; : : : ; a2n).
 If S rejects, then ~h(a0; : : : ; ha2l; TFi; hq; a2j+1i; a2j+2) is equal to
hh(a0; : : : ; a2l+2); : : : ; h(a0; : : : ; a2j+2)i
and in future rounds ~h(a0; : : : ; a2n)= h(a0; : : : ; a2n) (here n>j + 1).
It is clear that ~T ; ~h; ~l= l+1;  satisfy Conditions (1){(3), (a), (b) and (d). Observe
that ~T is a tree on V+2: the only problematic move is TF, but this move too is an
element of V+2 since it is required to be a blind F-imposed sub-tree of T . It is clear
further that −1(C) is clopen. Indeed, it consists precisely of those innite branches
of ~T in which S accepts. Thus to complete the proof it remains only to dene ’ and
verify conditions (5) and (c).
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Suppose rst that ~ is a strategy for F in ~T . We describe how ’( ~) plays against an
imaginary opponent. For the rst l rounds ’( ~) simply follows ~. Let a2l; TF be the
move played by ~ in round l. Then ’( ~) plays a2l in round l of T . In the game ~T let
us provisionally accept in player S’s name. Thus our imaginary opponent plays a2l+1
in T , and in ~T we accept and play a2l+1 for S. For future moves let ’( ~) follow ~.
We continue this way until, if ever, a position ha0; : : : ; a2ji is reached so that Nha0 ;:::;a2ji
is empty. 11 At that point we reached a terminal node on ~T , and so must reform our
ways. We therefore retract our previous acceptance in ~T , and pretend to have rejected
with the move q; a2j+1 where q= ha2l+1; : : : ; a2ji, and a2j+1 is the next move supplied
by our imaginary opponent. For the rest of the game ’( ~) follows the strategy ~ from
the position a0; : : : ; a2l−1; ha2l; TFi; hq; a2j+1i.
The reader who is familiar with [3, Lemma 3] may easily verify that this denition
satises Conditions (5) and (c). Note that in Condition (5) we actually get P= ( ~P).
Suppose next that ~ is a strategy for S in ~T . Again we describe how ’( ~) plays
against an imaginary opponent. For the rst l rounds ’( ~) simply follows ~. Let a2l
be the move played in round l of T by our imaginary opponent. Following [3], we
would like in ~T to play a2l; TF where TF is the F-imposed sub-tree of T which contains
precisely those nodes with which ~ never rejects. However this sub-tree may not be
blind, and so instead of playing this exact sub-tree, we play its blindfolded version.
Let TF be the F-imposed sub-tree of T whose nodes of odd length are restricted to
p2T such that
{ p  2l+ 1= ha0; : : : ; a2li;
and there do not exist q; ~p so that
{ ~p 2 ~T is a position which ~ rejects with a0; : : : ; a2l;−−q;
{ p and a0; : : : ; a2l;−−q are h; l-twins.
We now play a2l; TF for F in ~T , and continue by letting ’( ~) follow the moves played
by ~ until, if ever, a position p= ha0; : : : ; a2ji is reached which does not belong to TF.
(This may already happen in round l, if ha0; : : : ; a2li =2TF.) In this case of course we
cannot play a2j as a move for F in ~T (or if j= l we cannot play a2l; TF in round l),
and must again reform our ways. Let q and ~p witness the failure of the conditions
in the denition of TF. We continue by letting ’( ~) follow the strategy ~ from the
position ~p. This denes a strategy in T following the position p= a0; : : : ; a2l;−−q
rather than p. But we know that h(p)= h(p) and so T (p)=T (p). Thus any strategy
for S in T following p is in fact also a strategy in T following p.
The reader may verify that our denition of ’( ~) satises Conditions (5) and (c). In
Condition (5) this time we do not get P= ( ~P), since in the \reformed" case above
we end with ~P which extends ~p and so ( ~P) extends p rather than p. We do get
( ~P)=p−−Q and P=p−−Q for a single Q2 [T (p)]= [T (p)]. Since p and p
are twins this is enough for Condition (5).
11 This may happen already in round l, if j= l.
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Corollary 8.7. Let T be a tree on V+2 and let h be a 0-compressing function for
T . Suppose that fClgl<! is a collection of closed subsets of [T ]. Then there is a
0-demi-covering ~T ; ~h; ~l=!; ; ’ of T; h; 0 which unravels all the sets Cl; and so that
~T is a tree on V+2.
Proof. Let T0 =T and h0 = h. Using Lemma 8.6 nd Tl; hl; l; ’l for l>1 so that for
each l<!, Tl+1; hl+1; l+ 1; l+1; ’l+1 is an l-demi-covering of Tl; hl; l which unravels
−1l;0 (Cl), where l;0 = 1      l. As in [3, Lemma 4] we simply show that the
inverse limit of these demi-coverings (with ~l=! and ~h= ;) is itself a demi-covering,
and unravels all sets in fClgl<!. Details are left to the reader.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 8.1. Recall that G is the tree dened in
Section 6, so as to unravel the sets fAkgk<!. G;S :G! S is the map given by
Theorem 3.1, −1G;S(Bl) is closed for each l<!, and ’ : Strat(G)! Strat(S) is given by
Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1. For each position ha0; ~Ti; ha1; Rei which is legal in G, let Ta0 ; ~T; a1
be the tree of the dispute game, starting from the position ha0; ~Ti; ha1; Rei, as presented
in Diagram 2. Let Ta0 ; ~T; a1 ; G be the obvious projection map. Note that T
a0 ; ~T; a1 is a
tree on V+2. Let ha0 ;
~T; a1 be the 0-compressing function for Ta0 ; ~T; a1 which is given
by Lemma 8.2. For l<! let Ca0 ;
~T; a1
l be the set 
−1
Ta0 ; ~T; a1 ;G
(−1G;S(Bl)). Thus C
a0 ; ~T; a1
l
is closed. We are therefore in a position to apply Corollary 8.7. Let ~T
a0 ; ~T;a1 , ;, !,
a0 ; ~T;a1 , and ’a0 ; ~T;a1 represent the 0-demi-covering produced by Corollary 8.7.
The tree G consists of two halves, the one in which II accepts, and the one in
which II rejects. This second half is the amalgamation of the trees Ta0 ; ~T;a1 . Let ~G
be the tree which is the same as G on the half in which II accepts, but on the half
in which II rejects ~G is the amalgamation of the trees ~T
a0 ; ~T;a1 instead of the trees
Ta0 ; ~T;a1 . Let  : ~G! S be equal to G;S on the half in which II accepts, and equal to
the amalgamation of the maps G;S Ta0 ; ~T;a1 ;G a0 ;
~T;a1 on the half in which II rejects.
Dene  : Strat( ~T )! Strat(S) as follows: Suppose ~2 Strat( ~T ). ~ splits into two
halves, the one in which II accepts, and the one in which II rejects. This second half
is the amalgamation of strategies ~
a0 ; ~T;a1 playing on the trees ~T
a0 ; ~T;a1 . 12 Let a0 ; ~T;a1
be equal to ’a0 ; ~T;a1 ( ~
a0 ; ~T;a1 ), and let  be the strategy on G which on plays in which
II accepts is the same as ~, and on plays in which II rejects is the amalgamation of
the strategies a0 ; ~T;a1 . Finally, let ( ~) be equal to ’().
Note that ~G is a tree on V+2: This is certainly true for the half in which II accepts,
since G is a tree on V+2, and is also true for the half in which II rejects, since each
~T
a0 ; ~T;a1 is a tree on V+2. We claim that ~G; ;  is a covering of S which unravels all
the sets fBlgl<!.
Let us rst verify that ~G; ;  is indeed a covering of S. The only non-trivial condi-
tion is condition (4) in Denition 1.1. Suppose then that ~2 Strat( ~G) and that x2 [S]
12 If ~ is a strategy for II then ~
a0 ; ~T;a1 is of course dened only in the case that ~ rejects ha0; ~Ti with
ha1; Rei.
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is a play according to ( ~). Theorem 3.1 and our use of ’ in the denition of  im-
ply that there exists y2 [G] so that G;S(y)= x and one of the following two options
holds:
(1) y is a play in which II accepts, and is according to ~.
(2) y= ha0; ~T i; ha1; Rei;−−P is a play in which II rejects, and P is according to
a0 ; ~T;a1 .
We dened G using the map  given by Section 6, and so x is always ill-founded.
This rules out option (1) above, leaving us with option (2). a0 ; ~T;a1 was dened to be
equal to ’a0 ; ~T;a1 ( ~
a0 ; ~T;a1 ) and so by Corollary 8.7 there exists a play ~P 2 [ ~Ta0 ; ~T;a1 ]
which is according to ~
a0 ; ~T;a1 and so that P= a0 ; ~T;a1 ( ~P) and P are ha0 ; ~T;a1 ; 0-twins.
Now Ta0 ; ~T;a1 ; S(p) is included as part of the denition of h(p) in Lemma 8.2, and so
Ta0 ; ~T;a1 ; S(P
)= Ta0 ; ~T;a1 ; S(P)= x. Thus
(ha0; ~Ti; ha1; Rei;| ~P )= x:
This shows that ~G; ;  is a covering of S.
Finally let us check that ~G; ;  unravels each of the sets Bl. Consider −1(Bl).
This set divides into two halves, the one containing plays in which II accepts, and
the other containing plays in which II rejects. The rst half is empty, since there are
no innite plays of G in which II accepts. The second half is the amalgamation of
the sets a0 ; ~T;a1
−1
(Cl) and each of these sets is clopen. Thus −1~G;S(Bl) is itself clopen.
This argument completes the proof of Theorem 8.1.
Corollary 8.8. Let  satisfy the large cardinal assumption (); let S 2V be a tree;
and assume that fBlgl<! is a collection of subsets of [S] which belong to 0(11)
for >1. Then there exists a covering ~G; ;  of S which unravels every Bl; and so
that ~G is a tree on V++1.
Proof. The proof is an immediate combination of Theorem 8.1 and the results of [3].
Corollary 8.9. Let >1 be countable. Let U be a coherent sequence of measures in
the sense of [6]; and let M j=\V =L[U]" so that M is a mouse in the sense of [6].
Let  be a cardinal of M and assume that in M; o()= ++. Assume further that in
M; +(+1) exists. Then M is a model of 0+4(
1
1) determinacy.
Proof. Work inside the model M . Note rst that (in M)  satises the large cardinal
assumption (): Suppose Z V+1. Then Z is constructed by U  (; ) for some
<++. Any measure  indexed above (; ) will therefore satisfy the requirement
Z 2 Ult(V; ), and such measures do exist since o()= ++.
Note also that V++1 exists in M , since M satises the GCH and by assumption
+(+1) exists in M .
We are therefore in a position to apply Corollary 8.8 inside the model M . Let S be
the tree !<!, let D!! be a 0+4(11) set, and let fBlgl<! include all the 0(11)
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sets which are needed to generate D. In M , let ~G; ;  be a covering which unravels
the sets fBlgl<!. ~G is a tree on V++1 (of M) and exists inside M .
−1(D) is a 04 subset of ~G and so by [5, Chapter 1] G ~G(
−1(D)) is determined in
M . Let ~ be a winning strategy in this game. Then (in M), ( ~) is a winning strategy
in the game GS(D).
As D was an arbitrary 0+4(
1
1) subset of !




Corollary 8.9 is optimal. By [10] (see the discussion at the end of page 123 of
[10]) we know that for each countable >1, the minimal mouse which satises the
assumption of Corollary 8.9 is not a model of 0+4(
1
1) determinacy.
It follows in particular that Theorem 8.1 is optimal: One cannot in general hope to
unravel 01(
1
1) sets with a tree smaller than the one given by Theorem 8.1.
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